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The Liberty Boys . and ''Deadshot Murphy''
OR, DRIVING BACK THE RAIDERS
By HARRY MOORE
CHAPTER I.-A Brave Rifleman.
"The'r'e is something going on there, boys!" excitedly declared Dick Slater, ·the captain of the
Liberty Boys, "and we must see what it is."
"All right," returned Bob E stabrook, the gallant first lieutenant of the company of young
patriots. "Lead the way and we will follow."
It was in Schoharie County, in the fall of the
year, near one of the forts on the creek, the Liberty Boys being at that time .stationed in the valle'Y on the lookout for red and white raiders. The
Indians were thirsting for revenge on account of
the punishment inflicted upon them the year before by General Sullivan for their various excesse·s, and redcoats and Tories were urging them
on. Sir John Johnson with his Royal Greens,
some redcoats and a number of Tories, were reported to be in the neighborl\Qod, and Dick Slater,
Bob E stabrook and half a dozen of the Liberty
Boys we1·e' scouting at some little distance from
the forts on the lookout for the enemy, when Dick
heard the sound of rapid firing a short distance
off. At once the young captain thought of raiders, either redcoats or Indians, and perhaps both,
and determine'd to investigate matters.
"Forward, boys!" he cried, and they all hurried
on through the woods, where they had been making their way on foot. .
They shortly caught sight of a little cottage in
a clearing, a fence running back of it and shady
trees at oue .side. There were a number of redcoats before the house, advancing in a body, with
the evident intention of forcing the door and
plundering the place. Through a side window
Dick suddenly caught sight of a man in his shirt
sleeves, with a handkerchief knotted about his
head, loading some pistols.
· "Why, that is Timothy Murphy, the rifleman,
'Deadshot Murphy,' they call him," he exclaimed.
"He is one of Morgan's men and killed General
Fraser at the battle of Stillwater," added Bob.
"He is a deadshot and p~ssesses the greatest
bravery. Nothing can daunt him."
"No, but he must have help," muttered Dick.
"I fear that he is alone."
Timothy Murphy was well known t o the Liberty Boys, but they had not met him for some
time and had no notion of doing so WJ.til they
suddenly came upon him in the little clearing.
As the redcoats a dvanced, Dick saw the rifleman
leave the window and lost sight of him. The redcoats thought to ge't the best of the man, but they
suddenly met with a reception that they had not

expected. Coming to the door, a pistol in ea"ch
han~ and I?or.e in his belt, Murphy began firing
raprdl~, brmgmg down one after another of his
enemies.
"Forward!" cried Dick. "He must not do all
the work."
With a shout, the brave fellows leaped over the
fence and opened fire upon the i·edcoats, causing
a panic in their midst. At once the raiders began
to run, "Deadshot Murphy," as Dick had called
him, sending shot after shot after them with unerring aim, the enemy bein'g thrown into a fright
by the volley sent by the boys. Away they ran
in haste, and now those who had been hit but
were not badly hurt, picked themselves up and
made off with all speed.. T here' were little more
than half a dozen of the boys, but they discharged
their muskets and pistols and kept up a tremendous shouting, and the redcoats appeared to think
there' was a regiment of them by the way they
retreated.
"Let them go, boys," said Dick. "There ma y
be more of them beyond and we do not want to
meet too many before we have a larger f orce of
our own."
The redcoats quickly disappeared, a nd then,
going back to the cottage, Dick extended his hand
and said :
"I •am glad t o see you again, Murphy. You
reme'mber me, I suppose?"
)'Indeed I do, Captain Slater, you and your
Liberty Boys are not apt to be soon f orgotten.,''
replied the gallant Irishman, taking Dick's hand.
"You came up in good time, sir."
"Yes, we heard firing and thought we m ight be
needed. We were not far away at the time, f ortunately."
"The fellows took me by surprise," said the
other, "but I made up my mind t o give them a s
hard a fight as I could. They knew me, called me
a confounded rebel, and tried to catch me, but
seeing the door of the cottage open I took refuge
in it till I could load up and make a sortie."
"This is not your house, then ? "
"No, my house is far from here. Some settler
lives here, I suppose, but I am afraid it will not
be safe long if the redcoats, Royal Greens and
Indians are about. Where are you, captain ? "
"At what is called the Middl~ Fort. Major
Woolsey is in command. Where are you? Not
with Morgan at present?"
"No. I am going to the Middle Fort myself.
If the Liberty Boys are there I shall be in good
company."
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"But . who belongs in the house?" asked Dick. of the clearing. They came on, , ], ooting blazing
"Have you seen no one, Murphy? You say the arrows at the house, hoping that the'•'e would find
a lodging and set the place on fire. Crack! crack!
door was open?"
"Yes, but I did not see any one about."
crack! crack!
The boys opened fir e upon the
At that moment there was a sudden cry for enemy as soon as they appeared, and ;;om& of the
help in the woods behind the house, and "Dead- blazing arrows we1·e struck and sent flying. One
shot Murphy" and the Liberty Boys ran swiftly or two of them struck the side of the house, about
in that direction. The cry was r~eated, and then half way up, and set fire to the wood, but the
some one was heard running th rough the thicket, girl, who said her name was Faith Harden, went
and in a moment a young girl appeared, pursued to the floor above and poured a bucket of water
by two Indians, one of whom had his tomahawk down upon it, quickly putting the fire out. Then
raised to hurl at her. The rifleman had a double- the Indians retired and could be seen at the edge
barreled rifle in his hand, and he now raised this of the clearing, evidently consulting together as
and apparently without taking aim, fired two to what was next to be done. They came on again
quick shots, dropping both Indians in their tracks. at leng~h, carr ying a . heavy log of wood, with
The other redskins appeared, and the boys opened which they meant to beat down the door, but they
fire upon them, wounding them both . With wild had not gone f ar before the leaders fell, the log
cries of terror they took to their heels, leaving crushing down upon them 'and holding them fast.
the two dead Indians behind them. The girl ran Then Murphy fired a shot and laid a redskin low
forward, and one of the Liberty Boys caught her as he was running for sbelter.
as she was about to fall, exhausted.
"Give it to them,_boys!" cried Dick. "The more
"Look for more Indians, boys," said Dick. "I we get rid of them the fewer there will be to make
am sorry that these two go away, a s they might trouble for the settlers."
have told us something of importance."
The boys discharged their pistols in rapid or"These other two won't, that's certain," mut- der, and th_e redskins fled in tenor, but in a few
tered one of the Liberty Boys, dryly.
minutes there was a chorus of blood-curdling
"Indeed they won't, Sam," echoed the boy who yells, and fully fifty Indians came dashing into
had caught the girl, his name being Ben Spurlock, the clearing, many carrying blazing bushes, which
one of the liveliest of the troop.
it was their evident intention to pile against the
Harry Judson and Harry Thurber, two of the house so as to burn out the brave defenders, and
boys, advanced cautiously, pistols in hand, the then fall upon and massacre them without mercy.
others reloading their muskets and listening at"Look out, boys!" cried Dick. "We are in destentively for any sound of Indians. The girl had perate straits, but we must no yield to these
now recovered, and said to Dick:
wretches."
"You are some of the Liberty Boys at the fort,
At once the boys poured in a volley.
aren't you? It was very fortunate' that you came
'
up when you did."
·
"Do you live in this house? " asked Dick, as
CHAPTER IL-Dick Slate and the Deadshot.
they reached the clearing. "You ought to be at
the fort. I am afraid we are going to have trouThe boys determined to sell their lives as dearly
ble with the rnd and white raiders. They have
already appeared and they are sure to make mis- as possible, and more than one I ndian fell in that
mad charge toward the besieged house, the boys
chief."
"Yes this is our house. Mother is at the fort, emptying their muskets and pistols, and Murphy
father 'and one of my brothers are in the• army, having only one shot left as the redskins reached
and my sister and little brother are visiting not the house and began to pile the burning brush
far off. It was at the spring getting some water before it. Taking aim through a loop-hole, the
when I heard firing and did not dare go back. deadshot fired and brought down a half-naked
Then the Indians surprised me, and I ran as fast Indian, toppling him into a mass of burning- brush,
and causing him to yell lustily and then turn and
as I could."
·
"The firing was done by redcoats, whom we run with his clothes all afire. Then there came
have driven away. Did you see more than these the thunde1· of hoofs, a wild shout resounded, and
in another moment the boys in the house saw
Indians?"
"No, that was all I saw, but if there were that fully half a hundred brave boys in blue and buff
and well mounted, Jed by a dashing boy on a big
many the're must be more not far away."
gray, go charging upon the redskins, firing rap"That is what I am afraid of," shortly .
Just then the two Harrys, who were great idly. The Inqians fled in many directions, leaving
chums and inseparable companions, came run- their dead upon the field, their only desire being
to get away as fast as possible.
ning in, exclaiming:
"Hurrah! that's Mark and a lot of the Liberty
"Indians, captain, a lot of them!"
"We'll have to take to the house, captain," said Boys!" shouted B ob. "They must have heard
the firing and come to our aid."
Murphy, quickly.
The boys now threw open the doors and dashed
"Yes, in with you, boys!. Secure the doors and
windows at once. Get all the weapon s you can out, throwing aside the burning rubbish so that
it should do no more damage, Mark Morrison,
find."
One of the dead Indians had a rifle and con- the second lieutenant of the Liberty Boys, haltsiderable ammunition and these were taken ing his company when the Indians had fled.
charge of by Sam Sanderson, Ben's chum. The The house was in no furthe r danger, but Dick,
boys hurried the girl into the house and followed looking about him, said, thoughtfully:
"These fellows will return and in greater numa s a chorus of savage yells rang out, and then a
1core or more of red raiders appeared at the edge bers. We shall have to let the house go, I am
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afraid. What with redcoats and I dians and
:'ori,es, the fort will be the best place for us
at prE)sent."
. .
.
"Redcoats, too, Dick?" asked Mark, m surprise.
"We1·e there redcoats also? I thought there
might be Royal Greens and fellows like that,
but I did not think of redcoats."
\
"Yes there were some first, but we routed
them a~d they must have sent the Indians. There
were only a few of these at the start, but more
and more came, and I think that still more are
coming."
Just then the girl's moth~r came up, hav!ng
managed to avoid the redskins, and announcmg
that she had already sent the children to ~he
fort coming to the house to look after Faith.
She'agreed with Dick that it was better for th~m
to go · to the fort, and she quickly selected the
things she wanted most, and the boys made
bundles of them and put them on their horses,
the house being then left to itself after they h~d
locked it up. Dick and Bob and the . lJoys m
their party had to ride double with some- of the
rest but "Deadshot Murphy" said he would go
to the fort on foot, and Dick thereupon said:
"We will go with you, Murphy, and at the
same time see how many of these fellows there
are and where they are located. Remain with
me, Bob. Mark can escort Faith and her mother
to the fort but I think we had better learn all
we can abo~t the enemy, who is in command and
all about · them."
"I shall be glad to go with you, captain," declared the rifleman, "and if I can be of any help
to you, so much the better."
The boys set off to the Middle Fort, therefore,
while Dick Bob and ,"Deadshot Muphy" made
their way' to ' the Upper Fort, where it was
thought the Indians and Tories might be located.
• There were too many of the enemy around the
Upper Fort for Dick and "~eadsho~ Murph~"
and Dick's party to contend with. Dick and his
party had a number of skitmishes with the Indians and later set out toward the "Middle Fort"
to joii-i the rest of the Liberty Boys. When they
neared the fort they were set upon by a number
of Indians and the redskins were put to rout.
They then' started for the fort again, when they
met a number of the Liberty Boys, led b'}'. Mark,
these having heard distant shots and commg out
to learn the cause thereof.
"Did you have any trouble with Indians, Dick?"
asked Mark.
"Yes some but they had a good deal more
with Timothy Murphy," with a smile. "They
have cause to remember him for many a day."
"Bob and the children got in all right, and
Faith and her mother are there as well," said
Mark. "You mu1?t have been surrounded by Indians."
"We were but we got through their lines,"
shortly. "I'h tell you about it, for you m.ay
have occasion to make use of the same device
that we did in escaping them."
"All right I shall be glad to know anything
that will be 'of use to me," smiling. "The reds
have not appeared here yet, and the major is
going to send out a party to the Upper Fort,
where we have heard some firing lately."
,
"Then perhaps some of the Liberty Boys will

have a chance to do something, 01· maybe the
whole troop," said Dick.
"I don't know, I did not hear anything, but
perhaps Bob did."
..
Dick went on to the fort, the boys rece1vmg
him heartily, knowing that he had had s.everal
adventures on his way back. Bob was m the
fort, and Dick asked him if he had heard anything about the Liberty Boys going to the Upper
Fort to fight the enemy.
•
"No, I have not," Bob replied. "Majo Woolsey is about to send .out a party now, .but,,they
have not said anythmg about our gomg.
Dick saw the ~ommandant at once and as)<:ed
leave to send the Liberty Boys to the upper fort
in case of trouble.
"There will be enough going," the major returned, shortly. "We do not want you."
.
Dick said no more, but went away, resolvmg
to do all he could at the fort, but rather disappointed at not being sent out with the rest.
As he walked along, he heard one of the mep of
the garrison say, · in rather a disrespectful manner:
"I don't think the commander wanted to send
out ariy men, but he had to make a show. He
wants all the men and boys he can get to defend
our own fort without sending help to any one
else."
Dick had not had a good impression of the
commander when he had seen him first, but it
was not his business to find fault, and he said
nothing. . Later there was the sound of firing
from the Upper Fort, and then a thick cloud of
black smoke could be seen hanging over the creek
in that direction. Lieutenant Spencer went out
with a party, but were repulsed and came back
without losing a man. It was then well on toward evening, and there was a good deal of
anxiety in the fort, it being feared that thP.
Indjans and Tories would attack that next .
CHAPTER 111.-An Adventure In the Woods.
Night came on and the light of the burning
barns in the neighborhood of the Upper Fort
could be plainly seen upon the sky, the garrison
in the Middle Fort watching it anxiously. A
number of the settlers had escaped and come into
the fort, reporting that there was a considerable force of Tbries and Indians, and that Johnson seemed bent upon reducing all the neighborhood to subjection. Dick and Bob went out with
a party of the Liberty Boys some time after
Dark to see if the enemy were approaching, going on foot, as it was more convenient at night
in the woods than it would have been to take
the horses. With Dick and Bob were Ben, Sam,
the two Harrys, George Brewster and Will Freeman, all boys who could be depended upon and
ready for any adventure. They had gone some
little distance when they suddenly beheld a light
not far away, and Bob said, inquiringly:
"That can't be very far away, Dick? They
must have just lighted it, don't you think?"
"Yes, so it would seem. That is near the
Harden house, which does not seem to have been
destroyed yet as we feared" it would be."
"Who are those fellows, do you suppose, Dick?
Tories or Indians?"
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"I don't see any one yet, but I suppose we will, with Indians and Tories and red coats we don't
shortly," and the boys went on steadily, keeping know how near."
a watch on the light, which see'fned to be that
"No, we cannot, Bob, and I a m rather surof a camp-five.
prised that the Indians have not already deIn a few minutes they could see fi gures 'gofog stroyed it. They must have been too busy elseback and forth in front of the fire, and then where, very likely."
could hear voices of white men, there being three
"Yes, that must be the reason."
or four of them. Dick and Bob went ahead, the
"I think we might k eep the fire going," obothers following at a short distance, all exercis- served Dick. "It will keep away the Indians and
ing great caution so as not to be discovered by other marauders, as they will imagine that the
the men. There was a fire in the clearing near Liberty Boys are encamped here and they will
the house where the boys had been besieged by avoid it."
the Indians that afternoon, this showing up
"That is a good idea_," replied all the boys.
plainly by the light of the fire - Creeping close
The fire was replenished, therefore, and dummy
enough to see and hear all that went on, Dick figur es were made up a nd placed around it and
heard a rough-looking man, one of those who among the trees as if they were on guard. The
had been with the Indians, say :
figures were made of sticks, but the way they·
"I know he had it a:nd we gotter find it. The were placed they had a natural appearance and
little brat don't know where it is, of course, but would deceive any one at a short distance.
I guess the mother does and the older gaL We
"That will keep the enemy quiet," laughed Bob,
orter get hold of her and make her tell u s."
"altogether when the fi re goes down they may
about?"
talking
are
they
"I wonder what
steal in on the figures, thinking to surprise them."
thought Dick.
"We cannot keep up the deception for long,
"Do you suspect it's in the cellar, Zenas?" ask- of course," returned Dick.
ed one. "That'd be a likely place, wouldn't it?"
"No, but if it keeps them off for a time it is
"I gµe ss it would, Pete, 'less they buried it all right. There are too many Indians -to hold
outside the house some place. Folks wouldn't . off from an unprote.cted place like this, and we
suspect it was there."
cannot make our camp here. They won't come
"No, I don't s'pose they would, but how'd they back for some time, at any rate, and then you
get at it if they had to have some? They couldn't can ask Faith if there is any money in or about
go diggin' in the ground every time they wanted the house."
some, would they?"
"Yes, I will do so, and if it is really here, then
"No, o' course not; but nobody wants money we shall have to come after it."
when they have things to trade with. They're
The boys left the fire burning brightly, with
keepin' it to 'buy tools and sech with."
guards apparently posted about it, and started
"Oh, they .think that there is money buriecl back to the fort. Dick presently halted in the
on the place, do they?" thought Dick. "Well, per- shadow of some trees and said to Boll and the
haps there is, although I don't think it is very rest, in a low tone:
likely. The people about here don't have much
"There are Indians coming. They see the fire
ready money."
' at the house and are cautious. They are between
"I guess we better look in the house before we u s and the fort, however, and we must get by •
go to digging anywhere," muttered Zenas. "Let's them in some way."
- go in somehow. The idee of lockin' things up
The boys watched and listened, and soon all
like that when we're all honest folk s around of them saw the Indians coming on in some
here."
force. making their way toward the fire.
"All right, get a log or something. There's
"They don't know just how many guards there
that one what the Injuns hao this afternoon."
are," said Dick, "and are cautious. When they
"H'm! who's going to lift that, I'd like to see that there are not many they may attack the
know?" asked Zenas, with ·a grunt. "Take one place."
·
out'n the woodshed."
"Can't we attack them first?" asked Bob.
"We may have to in order to get them."
"Can't, the Injuns burned 'em all up."
On came the Indians, and with them three or .
The men hunted about and found a log, and
with this· between them went to the front door four white men, among them the treasure hunters
to burst it open. Dick signaled to the boys, the boys had already seen. Dick and his party
and they suddenly came up, frightening off the could not long remain undiscovered, and Dick men, who were greatly surprised at their sudden suddenly cried, in a loud voice:
appearance.
'!Down with .them. boys! Scatter the redskins
"Huh! I told ye we'd be bringin' some one and Tories ! Let them have it good and hot!
down on us with that 'ere fire," growled Zenas, Charge!"
There were guttural evclamation s and startled
a s he hurried away, being big and fat and not
shouts, and then, .as the boys pushed forward,
qui ck on his feet.
The men quickly fled , and Dick said to the the Indians and whites scattered in many directions, apparently thinking that the whole force
boys:
"I don't know whether there is any money of Liberty Boys was upon them. The boys fired
buried about the place or hidden in the house a rattling volley, broke through the enemy's
or not, but if those scoundrels had forced an lines and pushed forward toward the fort. The
entrance they would have stolen all that they light of the fire at the house grew fainter and
could lay their hands on, and it ' is just as well fainter, but as they went on it suddenly blazed
that we frightened them off."
up bright a.gain and there was a sound of fierce
"But what are you going to do, Dick?" asked yells, _firing and shouts. Then the light grew
:Bob. "We can't stay here and watch the house, brighter still, and Dick knew that the house
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had been set on fire by the disappointed Indians
in revenge for the trick that had been played
upon them.
"We could not hope .to save it with so many
of our enemies about," he said to Bob. "They
will destroy all they can, and we shall have to
defend ou1·selves the best we know how at the
fort."
. "Well, there is a gcod force there besides the
Liberty Boys," rej oined Bob, "and if J ohnson
thinks he ~ill have an easy ictory he is greatly
_
mistaken."
The boys went on and at last reached the fort
wit}:tout encountering any more enemies, either
white or r ed. The Liberty Boys were greatly
interested in t·h e story of Dick's adventures, and
then Dick went to the women's quarters and
found Faith and her mother.
"Did your husband have any money in or near
the hou se, ma'am? " he · asked. "We saw three
or four evil-looking fellows looking for it."
"There was some," returned the woman, "but
I brought it away with · me. There was not
much, and I could easily carry it."
"I heard a man called Zen as talking about it."
"Yes, that was Zenas Stone, a Tory and a
rascally fellow. P ete Rawlin son, Dave Huggins
and Eli Sawyer were the others. 'I;'hey are all
scoundrels and would take whatever they could
lay their hands on. They think that my husband had a lot of money, but he hadn't. If it
were only a pound or two they would take it,
however."
"Then there was none except what you took
away this afternoon?"
"No, that was all."
"Well, I am glad it was not left at the hou se,
for even if there were o'n ly a few shillings, men
like that would take it, and you do not want to
lose it. We could not save the house and that
is burned down.""
"I was afraid I could not, an""tl had made up
my mind to it. If we are safe here that is all I
can expect."
"We will certainly defend the fort to the last,"
Dick replied, in a determined tone. "They have
cannon ·with them, I think, by the sound, but
they will find it a hard task . to force the fort
with a determined garrison, and we mu st drive
back the raiders and uuni sh them for the mischief they have -already done."
The boys saw flames in the direction of the
Upper Fort, but were not troubled by the enemy
that night, Johnson evidently thinking that there
was time enough, and that the fort was sure to
yield in the end. There. was a guard kept, but
the enemy did not appear until that morning,
when a considerable force of Tories and Indians
approached the fort. They had a small cann9n,
called a "grass-hopper," with them, and a couple
of mortars, none of which were capable of doing much execution, and they at once opened
fire on the fort. The garison returned the fire
with spirit, doing some damage. There were
more of the beseigers than there were of the
garrison, and Johnson evidently thought that
they would be too strong for the fort, and sent
a 'man with a flag to demand its surrender. Dick
was standing at one of the embrasures at the
time, and saw "Deadshot Murphy" raise his rifle
and fire at the flag-bearer. He missed the fel-

low, who quickly retired, Johnson at once ordering a siege to be commenced.
"I don' t see how I missed him," muttered the
rifleman, "but, anyhow, he has gone."
"Should you have fired on a man with a flag,
Murphy?" asked Dick.
"They would do the same, and have done it,
sir;" the rifleman replied.
Dick knew that this was the truth, as he had
witnessed just such violations of the rules of
war, and said nothing. The enemy now began
trying to cast shells into the fort, and Dick
posted the most · expert of his boys at different
points- and opened fire upon them, a man being
picked off every now and then. Shells were
flyi:ng, muskets were rattling and banging, and
there was a tremendous - din and considerable
confusion. Pretty soon Ben Spurlock came along
and said , in a tone of great disgust and contempt:
"The commander is a poltroon and a coward!
How can we expect to do anything with a man
like that at the head of affairs?"
"What is the trouble, Ben?" asked Dick.
"Why, that fellow Woolsey is in the women's
quarters, crawling about on his hands and knees,
scared to death. They drove him out with broomsticks. I never saw a more disgraceful sight in
all my life."
The boys laughed, and Ben continued:
"I missed the little boy and went there to find
him, and there I saw Woolsey hiding, scared
out of his life. What sort of a commander is
that, I would like to know?" in disgust.
"Not the kind that we want to serve under,
at any rate," replied a number of the boys.
Dick Slater's deadshots did good execution,
and so did Murphy, the young patriot captain
noticing him from ·time to time. The enemy kept
up trying to throw shells into the fort, but had
poor success at it, partly because they had no
gunners, and mostly on account of the good
marksmanship of the Liberty Boys, who picked
off the men at the guns as · soon as they showed
themselves. The siege was continued until noon,
when Johnson sent a man with a flag to repe_a t
his demand for the surrender o:f. the fort. Crack!
The rifleman had fired a shot at the ·man and
had again missed.
CHAPTER IV.-The Attack on the Fort.
. The fla g-bearer made his · way quickly to a
place of safety, the enemy beginning to set fire
to deserted cabins and stacks of grain.
"Desist!" . cried the commander to the rifleman.
"You are a coward!" answered Murphy, undaunted, "and mean to surrender the fort to these
wretches."
"You have no right to fire upon a flag of
truce," returned Woolsey, deprecatingly, but
showing no umbrage at being called · a coward.
"Neither Johnson nor the redskins pay any attention to military courtesy, and there is no reason why we should show them any," rejoined the
rifleman, "and I'll fire on the skunks every time
I get . a chance."
The militia in the fort and many of the regulars were in sympathy with the rifleman, although they did not express their opinions as
freely as he did.

'
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"If you do it again you will be shot! " declared
me of the officers, excitedly, others r epeating
t:1e_ threat, the commander saying nothing. The
Lfieman shrugged his shoulders and walked
a way, presently picking off a gunner, who was
about to fire the " grass-hopper."
"He will do it again if the flag i s sent," dedared Mark to Jaek Warren, his chum, who
was standing near.
"To be sure he will!" with a, chuckle. "He
has no respect for Woolsey and no love for
Johnson or the redskins."
"You cannot expect any one to have any respect for a coward like the major," muttered
Ben Spurlock.
"Murphy will hit the flag-bearer if he comes
again," remarked Sam.
"He may not do that," rejoined Harry Thu r ber, "but you may be sure that he will fire on
him:"
.'
The Royal Greens and Indians kept up their
assault upon the fort and continued their work
of destruction outside, the garrison defending
themselves bravely and doin g all the mischief
they could. Dick kept his boys posted a t all the
good points, and they did good execution, pick!ng
off their men every now and then, and makmg
the enemy more and more cautious. Johnson was
determined that the fort should yield, and for
the third time sent a flag., with a demand for its
surrender.
"Deadshot Murphy," undaunted by the threats
he had r eceived, fired at the messenger and
brought down the flag, the bearer ta}(ing to h is heels · in a fright.
"I told you to desist !" thundered the major,
and a number of the officer s advanced to seize
the insubordinate rifleman.
Murphy was a great favor ite with the militiamen, however, and they now rallied about him
and set the regulars at defiance, preventing them
f rom getting hold of the man. Neither Dick
Slater nor any of the Liberty Boys had any
hand in the matter, but a number of the boys
expressed themselves as in perfect sympathy with
Murphy a s was Dick although he said nothing.
"It's rank in subordi'nation,'' muttered Ben, "but
I can't blame either Murphy or the militiamen."
"It isn't rank cowardice, at any rate," chuckled
SILm, "and you have more respect for the man
than you have for the commandant."
"They can set a man like t hat at defiance,'' remurked George Brewster, "when they would not
think of doing it to one who had shown any
bravery."
"They h,ave no respect for him after the exhition he has made of himself," observed Will.
The militiamen all crowded around Murphy,
and many of them expressed their contempt of
Woolsey in strong terms. The officers, thus detied, did not persist in trying to get possession
of the r ifleman, many of them probably having n o
more l'espect for the major than the men had,
and nothing more was done. The attack on the
fort began to relax, and it was evident that
Johnson considered the garrison to be greater
than it was and the fort itself much stronger,
for there were signs of the giving up of the
siege befo1·e long. Johnson feared there might
be reinforcements from Albany, and, thinking
the fort stronger than it was, soon began t o

•

withdraw, and before long began to march
rapidly down the valley. A s soon as Dick Slater
_perceived this, he decided to pursue the raider3,
drive them back and punish them, and he at once
gave orders to the Libelty Boys to make ready
to pursue the Tories and Indians. He readily
obtained permission from Woolsey, and Johnson
had but a slight lead when the gallant boys
set out after h im at fllll speed.
The boys were eager to .go on such an expedition, the Royal Greens being old enemies of
theirs, Dick never losing an opportunity to make
war up on them. A number of t he garrison went
with the boys, Timothy Murphy being among
them and qu ickly discovered by the boys, who
gave a hearty cheer . The enemy stopped at
the Lower Fort on the way and began to attack
it, this giving _Dick and his gallant boys time
to co.me up an1 to take a hand in the fight. The
garrison was m the church, and at once be,g-an
to pour grape-shot and musket-balls u pon t he
enemy, resolving to fi ght as long as they could.
The Greens attacked the place vigo rousiy, but
the Liberty Boys soon arrived, and Johnson and
his forces were between .two fires.
. "Charge, Liberty Boys!" shouted Dick, wavi ng
his sword.
. \
.
On rode the brave fellow s, firing a rattling
volley as .they advanced, and causing terror to
seize upon the hearts of the Indians, who fled in
great haste. Fired upon by the ,garrison · and
by the plucky boys, the Johnson Greens now
hurriedly departed, making their way toward
Fort Hunter at the junction of the Schoharie
and the Mohawk, the boys pursuing them hotly.
It was well on in the day, the siege h aving lasted
some hours, and it would soon be dark, b.ut Dick
determined to keep close to the enemy and to
harass them all he cou ld. There were _only a
hundred of the Liberty Boys, but they were all
well mounted and could dash up quickly, do a
lot of damage and then get away as quickly,
before the enemy could catch or fall up on them.
Thi s gave t h em a great advantage, and they
were alwaY.s qui~k to take it, causing the Royal
Greens anu Indians great annoyance .
"Sure, we're loike the flea,'' declared Patsy.
"Phwin we're there we're somewhere else."
"That's a bull, Patsy,'' laughed Ben.
"Nein, Batsy don'd was ein pull, " lau,glied Carl.
"He was another veller mit dose long eal's und
dot peautiful voices already."
"Go (m with ye, sure ye know phwat Oi mane"
replied Patsy. "Phwin the inimy thinks he h~
us, he don't get us, do ye moind?"
"Ya, when we was dere we don'd was dere
dot was what you was said, und dot was foolish~
ness."
The boys laughed, and Patsy retorted:
"Well, annyhow, ye know what Oi mane so
it's all roight."
'
The boys went on till dark and halted the
'enemy making a camp in a strong position' near
the river, where they could not be well attacked.
"They are afraid of us," declared Bob, when
he saw where the enemy had halted. "As soon
as they set out again we'll be after them, however, and give them a lot more trouble."
The Liberty Boys made their camp, set thei-r
pickets, and prepared to take a needed rest, having been busy all way. There was no further
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alarm during the night, and in the early morning Dick set ou t with Bob and a few of the boys
to reconnoit_e r, having an "'idea that the enemy
would take an early start so as to get to the
Mohawk w:thcut delay. The boys had gone
about half a mile, when they heard a cry of
alarm, and then they saw two nien run . out of a
log cabin a short distance ahead, the larger
of whom carried a little boy in his arms. 'l'he
man was Ze1ias Stone, his companion being
Pete Rawlinson.
"After them, boys!" Dick shouted.

CHAPTER V.-Going After the Abductors.
As Dick and Bob set out in pursuit of the two
ruffians, the heavy man threw the little boy
over hi s shoulder in such a manner that if the
boys had fired they would have hit the child.
As the other boys came up a frantic woman
ran out of the cabin- and at the same moment
two Indians suddenly e;lided around a corner of
the building and attempted to seize her. Jack
Warren, who was in the lead, threw his rifle to
his shoulder and fired upon the instant, taking
one of the Indians in the shoulder and tumbling
him over backward. The other took to his heels
at once, Will Freeman sending a bullet after
him and cutting off one of his plumes. The
woman seemed a,t>ont to faint, and the two Harrys
caught her, the · others following on after Dick
and Bob.
"My baby, my little Harry!" the woman exclaimed. "Do not let them take him away."
"Be calm, ma'am," said Harry Thurber, "the
boys are pursuing the rascals and will speedily
overtake them. You know them? We do."
"One is Zenas Stone, a miserable Tory and
villain, a thief and a murderer, if I am not
mistaken. I believe he killed my husband, and
now he has stolen my child, to be revenged on me.
Do not let him escape."
· "Why should he seek vengeance on you,
ma'am?" the boy asked.
"Because I refµsed to marry him. He has
sworn vengeance on me ever since, and I believe
that the death of my husband and the theft of
my child are both his work. John Warner, my
husband, was a good man, but Zenas Stone is
a wicked wretch whom I would never marry."
A young girl now came out of the cabin, and
Mrs. Warner said:
"This is my sister, Annie. She lives with us
and helps me to take care of the house and the
children. I have a younger child, but Harry
was her favorite."
" If you will look after your sister we will
follow the captain," said Harry Judson. "We
- may be of help to him."
·
':.he two boys then hurried on after Dick and
the rest, coming up with them on the river bank.
"The scoundrels had a boat," said Bob, "and
got a start on u s. They went around the bend, ·
yonder, a short time ago. There are Indians
and Tories about, and we will have to look o'ut
for ourselves."
"And wit!Jout our horses we are at a disadvan ta.ll:e," added Dick. "I am afraid we can do

nothiP,g now, but we must overtake the ruffians
before 10ng and rescue the child from them."
"Zenas Stone stole him in revenge," said Harry
Thurber. "We saw the .mother and she told us
about him."
"I r ecognized the scoundrel," replied Dick, "but
did not know his motive for carrying off the
child: The enemy have gone on toward Fort
Hunter, and I think we will follow. <.Run back,
Harry, and bring up the Liberty Boys."
The two Harrys went back r apidly, Dick and
the rest waitin&" on the river, where they woul.dhave a good view of the enemy in case they
should appear, some of the Indians being still
in the neighborhood. In a short time Dick and
Bob set out along the river and through the
woods to see how near the Indians might be,
so as to know whether they were safe where
they were, or if they would have to change their
position. They could see for some little distance
in several directions, but at -the bend of the
river the view was hidden, and there might be
an enemy hidden there· waiting to fall upon
them. The two boys advanced cautiously toward
this point, therefore, and had reached the thick
woods bordering the river, when Dick suddenly
paused.
"There is some one in the woods, Bob," he whispered.
Then he dropped to the ground behind a fallen
tree-trunk, Bob being at his side in an instant. In another moment there was the r,eport <>f a
rifle, and then the shriek of an Indian and the
sound of hurried footsteps. Then there came
another shot, followed by a heavy fall.
"Hallo! some one else is after the enemy,''
said Dick.
"It's all right, captain," said t}\e well-known
voice of "Deadsot Murphy," as Dick looked out
cautiously. "I saw the vermin drawing a bead
on you and settled them."
"I .thought you were back at the camp, Murphy," said Dick.
"Well, I came out to take a look around and
saw the Indians getting ready to meet you, and
met them myself. That is all there were."
The main body has gone ahead?"
"Yes, toward Fort Hunter, and I suppose there
will be a fight there. The garrison is strong,
however, and I don't believe Johnson will care
to remain long in the neighb<>rhood."
"Do you know Zenas Stone?" asked Dick. "He
ran ·away with a little boy back here a short
distance, but escaped us in a boat."
"He's one of the Tories; a camp follower and
a regular scoundrel. Yes, I know the ruffian."
"We must follow him and recover the stolen
child. As soon as the rest come up we will go
on. Stone will probably join the main body,
as being safer for him."
Dick, Bob. and the rifleman remained in the
woods to watch the enemy, one of the boys having come up after the shots were heard to see "if
Dick needed any help. The boys all came up
at length, and Dick and his party mounted and
prepared to go in pursuit of the Tories and
Indians. Then a rather handsome boy, dressed
in buckskin, rode up and said to Dick:
"I want to go with you after that villain,
Zenas Stone, who has run r.ff with my si!<ter's
little bo\·. I am Harrv Warr.e1·. T.itt1P. Hnrry
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is my nephe11·. My sister cannot go, but I would
like to. The boy likes me and I may be able to
help you. At any rate, I can look after him
when · you get him away from that ruffian."
"Your name is Harry Warner? Your sister's
name is Warner, is it not?"
"Yes, but she and John were distant cousin s,
and had the same name."
Dick had not seen the boy's mother, .but just
then Harry Judson came up, saw the boy on the
horse, and said:
"Why, rou look just like the girl we saw at
the cabin. Are you her brother? Mrs. Warner
did not say anything about you, but only about
her sister."
"I suppose she was excited," replied the boy,
while Jack \Varren, who was near, suddenly began to whistle.
They all set out at that moment, the boy in
buckskin riding with Patsy, Ca rl, Li she Green,
Jim ·Bennett, Tol{e Wright, Bob Oddy and some
otJiers. Mark was with Jack, the two H an ys
and Ben Spurlock as they went on, and shortly
said to Jack:
"You were whi stling a little while ago, Jack."
"Was I?" simply. "Well, I often do that."
"Yes, and it always means something. What
does it m,ean now, you funny fellow?"
"Well, you were with u s at the cabin when
Zenas Stone ran off with the woman's child?"
asked Jack.
"No, I was not, but what has that got to do
with the matter of your whistling?"
"The two Harrys saw the woman and h er sister. I saw the woman, but not the sister. The
two Harrys did," and Jack began to whistle
again.
The two Harrys laughed, and Harry Judson
said, sud~enly:
"I declare, I never would ha ve suspected it!"
"Suspected what?" asked Mark.
"Never mind, Harry," said Jack. "I guess it
will be as well not to say anything about it."
"No, perhaps we'd better not," and the boys
rode on, but Mark presently said to Jack:
"There is some secret between you three fellows. I know. What is it?"
"I'll t ell you later , Mark," said Jack, "but just
now I think we'd better keep it to ourselves."
"All right," said Mark, who had to be satisfied with that.
The boys rode on at good speed and at length
carr:e to the fort, where the Johnson Greens and
the Indian s had Jialted, to reconnoiter and then
to att ack the place if the prospect seemed good.
The ar rival of the Liberty Boys, whose courage
and determination was welJ. known to the enemy,
seemed to have a decided effect, for they retired a short di stance and seemed to be deliberating. The garrison of the fort had already
shown a disposition to resist to the end, and
now that the brave boys were on -h and the prospects of success were much less than at first.
The Liberty Boys halted outside the fort and
made a temporary camp. Dick sending word to
the commandant by Mark, who took a number
of the boys with him, that he could depend upon
their heh). The commandant knew the Liberty
"Beys and sent back word to Dick that he would
be glad cf any help that they could give him,
and thn! if they should happen to be bard pushed,

he would send his men out to help them. On
the way back to the camp, Mark, riding with
Jack, said, with considerable curiosity:
"You said you were going to tell me what
you and the two Harrys were lai:ghing at, Jack."
"Didn't you notice anything yourself Ma1·k?"
Jack rejoined, with a sly grin.
"About what, Jack?" •
"The boy that calls himself Harr y Warner."
"He seems to be rather a fine-looking ·fellow,
Jack, a lthough a bit girlish. However, he seems
to p ossess courage."
"So she does/' laughed Jack.
"She!" exclaimed Mark, in great astonishment.
"Yes, for your Harry Warner is no more than
Annie Warner, the gil-1 that the two Harrys
met at the cabin. She has pluck, of course. She
put on the boy's clothes in order to go with us,
for Dick would have been averse to taking a
girl along. and now she thinks that we won't
know the difference."
"Well, I suppose some won't," with a laugh.
"Dick will, but he won't send her back after
she has shown such determination, and she looks
like one who will not make trouble for us. There
are girls and girls, you know."
"What do you know about girls?" laughed
Mar k, who was a bit o fa tease.
'Have you
one?"
"I h ave a sister," returned Jack, not answerir o: Mnrk's second question. "She has plenty of
pluck."
"She wouldn't be a sister of yours if she
hadn' t. dryly."
Mar k gave the co!l'lmandant'i:; me$sage t" Dir.k,
and then the young captain called Bob and said:
"We must try to do something about getting
the little boy away from th~t scoundrel, Stone.
Disguise yourself, and we will make our way to
the ca mn of the Johnson Green s. I think we
will find the fellow there. I will take · Harry
along."
"Which one, Dick?" laughed Bob.
"Harry Warner," shortly.
·
"Harry Warner is Annie, isn't she!"· with a
laugh.
_
"Yes, but a s long as she wants to be considered a boy, it is as well to regard her wishes
in the matter."
"Of course. The two Harrys discovered her
identity in a moment."
"So might almost anyone. Go and get ready
and I will see Harry in a few minutes."
When Dick had put on an or dinary suit of
homes pun, concealing a pi st ol or two in his
belt, he called the disguised girl a side and said:
"We are going over to the camp of the Indians
and Tories to look for th~ men who h ave carried off the little fellow. Would you like to go
with u s ? There is danger, but we will see that
no harm comes to you."
"I would like to go, if I may, captain. I
am not afraid."
"All right, then. You have a rifle, I see.
Have you pistols?"
"No, I have only the rifle."
"But you know how to use both?"
"Oh, yes, I have fired a pistol often, though
I haven't one of my ov.-"11.''
"I wilJ provide you with a p air, fo-r you may
need to fire in a hurrv. and thev will come in
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very handy. I shaU ask Murphy, the rifleman,
to go with us. He can be depended upon in ~n
emergency."
~"Yes, he is a brave men, I have heard."
Dick saw "Deadshot Murphy" and said:
"We are going over to look for that villain,
Zenas Stone, and try to get the little boy away
from him. Will you come along?"
"I'd do it in a minute, captain, but I have no
other clothes and I shall be known. I'll hang
about and be ready if you need me."
"That will be all right. We will start in a
few minutes, as soon as the lieutenant comes."
Bob made his appearance at that moment, and
the four set out without further delay, Dick going ahead, Bob and Harry following, and the
rifleman bringing up the rear. A dozen or so
of the Liberty Boys were to hang about the camp
of the enemy to cover Dick's retreat in case he
should have to leave in haste, and, everything
being ready, they all set out at good speed;every one wishing them all success in their expedition.

CHAPTER VI.-A Daring Attempt at Rescue.
Dick, Bob and Harry rode ahead of the others,
Murphy being on foot, and the Liberty Boys riding along the road. but out of sight of any
prowling enemies. The boys and the disguised
girl went on at a gallop till within sight of
the enemy, when they took to the open wood
and went on less rapidly and with more Cl).Ution.
"I doubt if the rascals would be in the camp
itself,'' observed Dick. "They will wobably be
a little outside, so , I think we will dismount
a11d go ahead, carelessly, as if we just happened
:>l ong."
The horses were tethered behind some bushes,
neither Dick nor Bob having brought the animals
they u sually rode, and then they went on, carelessly, nothing being seen of Murphy, althong-h
Dick knew that he could not be far away. Before long Dick noticed a dilapidated cabin setting back a little from the road, and here he
sa w a number of men around a fire, the ?.ir
being a little cool now and the fire being grateful,
therefore.
"There's Zenas," muttered Dick, "but I don't
see the child."
"He may be in the cabin," suggested Bob.
"Yes. You and Harry go ahead carelessly
and I'll get around to the rear. I will signal if
I see anything of the little boy."
"All right,'' answered Bob, and Dick glided
away without being seen by the men about the
fire.
Bob and Harry went on at an easy gait and at
length reached the group about the fire, Bob
saying, with a drawl:
"Good mornin', you folks! Takin' yer comfort, be yer? Waal, that's right. 'Tain't always
a feller gets it these days."
"Oh, I donno," returned Pete Rawlinson. "I
gen'ally man age to take things easy. What you
Seen anything of any
doin' around here?
rebels?"
"No, I hain't. I seen a woodchuck, but they're
too greasy."
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"Huh! I guess you're pooty near a fool,"
.
with a laugh.
"I donno about that, but I know I'm mighty
near a rascal," and Bob sat close to Zenas.
Just then he heard a signal from Dick, which
told . him that the young captain had caught
·
sight of the little boy.
"Ha I ho I ho I that's a good one on you, Zenas ! "
laughed one of the men. "Pooty near a rascal,
and him settin' cluss to ye. W aal, I'm blowed ! "
There were seven or eight <>f the men, and they
were all ~Vil-looking fellows and generally well
armed, all having rifles, and some of them being
provided with pistols as well. Zenas scowled, and
Bob said, looking toward the cabin and getting
up:
"Guess I'll go and ask the woman fur a bit of
bread and meat. Feelin' kind o' hungry just
now."
- Two or three of the men arose suddenly to their
feet, and Pete said, hastily and in an excited
tone:
"There ain't no woman there; we gotter get
our own dinner if we want it. Guess yer better
wait."
· "What ye doin' around here, anyhow, you and
t'other feller?" growled Dave Huggins. "We
don't know yer."
"Waal, that's in my favor, anyhow," returned
Bob. "It ain't no reC<Jmmendation to be k1;!0Wn
by you fellers, I guess."
Then he walked toward the house, Harry keeping at his side. The men all jumped up now,
Zenas saying, with a snarl:
"I'll bet a cooky they're rebels. Here, get
out'n here!" and he tried to seize Bob, and at
once found himself rolling on the ground. '
Then there was a signal from the cabin, from
Dick, and Bob dashed in. He saw Dick with
the little boy in his arms, but at that moment
a man rushed from an inner room and caught
hold of the child. Dick had come in at a rear
door and now tried to get away by the same
means, Bob knocking down the fellow who had
seized the little boy. Others were _coming in at
the main door, and just then there was a shot
heard outside, and one of the men cried out:
"Look out, here come the rebels!"
Dick ran to the door in the rear and gave a
shrill whistle to attract the attention of the
Lib(rtY Boys. As he ran out, however, three or
four men opposed him, and some one ran up and
caught hold of him. Bob knocked the fellow
down, and Haqy cracked another on the head
with a pistol, causing him to give a howl of
rage. Then the Liberty Boys came dashingthrough the woods, led by Jack Warren, but at
the same time a number of Johnson Gr eens anrl
Indians were seen coming in different directions.
Two/ men seized Harry and would have detained
her. but Bob felled one with a blow of hi s fi st
and Dick struck down the other. Then the child
was snatched from hi s g-rasp, and in another
moment they would all have been surrounded
had not Dick cried:
\ "Quick, H arry, . make your escape; we will
look out for you."
The girl swung around her rifle and sent two
<>f the ruffians to the ground, thus clearing a
space for Dick a nd Bob, Murphy's rifle wc.s
heard to crack again, and a man close to Di ck
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fell in a heap, he and Bob knocking down two
others and hurrying after the gi rl, who had
gained a good start. The Liberty Boys came
dashing upon their horses, sending a volley at
the Indians and Tories, who halted, irresolute,
not knowing how many more of the boys there
might be. This gave the two boys and the girl
a chance to get ahead and to join the Liberty
Roys. · Then more and more Indians and Royal
Greens were seen coming up, and Dick, looking
back at them, said:
"Better get out of the way, boys. We made
a good attemnt, but there were more of the
ruffians than I thoti,ght. Next time we will be
more cautious and we onght to succeed."
They all hurri ed off, Dick, Bob and Harry
ClUickly getting their horses and going off toward
the temporary camp. On the way they came
across "Deadshnt Murphy," who said, grimly:
"Well, there are some who won't bother you
any more, captain. Sorry you could not get the
little fellow from the ruffians."
"Yes, it was unfortunate," replied Dick, "but
we are not di scouraged, and will try it again."
The Tories and Indian s did not pursue the boys
to any distance. evidently fearing to get caught
in a trap, and the plu cky fellows rode on, reaching the camp at l eP,~th, where they were heartily
receivPd by all. The garrison did not attack
the e"'<'my, and Di <'k did not care to do so, being
c<itisfi"d to hold J ohnson in check and to pursue
him when he left the neighborhood.
"I am sorry we did not get little Harry, capt ain." said Harry to Dick, when they were once
more in camp, "but you and the lieutenant made
a daring attempt, and I don't think any one
could have done more."
"We will keep it up, Harry," Dick reioined.
"Zenas Stone and the rest are scoundrel~ and
de.."erve the severest punishment. ·Thev will get
it, too, one of these days. you will see."
"I have not the least doubt of it,'' the girl renlied, earnestly. "I am sure that Zen as murdered
John Warner, and he will be punished for it."
Harry kept away frnm the greater part of the
boys, only now and then talking to Patsy and
Carl and a few others, who h ad no suspicion that
·
she was not a boy.
"We .will try again before the enemy leaves the
di strict." remarked Dick to Bob, in a short time.
"We will have to get other disguises and set tn
work in a different. way. when I hope we shall
be able to accomplish something."
"Yes, we must get the boy away," declared
Bob. "I hate to think that those villains can
get the best of us, but they couldn't if all the
gang had not come up."
' "Well, we will go to work in a different fashion
the next time, and I hope we will do something."

CHAPTER VIL-Another Failure.
An hour later, the enemy being scattered in
different directions, destroying the property of
the patriots in the neighborhood. Dick sent Mark
with a considerable party of the Liberty Boys
tn attack straggling parties of the enemv and
puni sh them for their depredations, while he,
with Bob and Harry Warner, made their way

cautiously to the cabin where they had been
earlier in the day. Dick was not certain that he
would find the ruffians there, but thou,ght it just
as well to reconnoiter first.
"If t.hey are not at the cabin we may find
where they are,'' he said to Bob, "and we have
to start somewhere."
"Yes, and it is not likely that they are in the
camp, as they would be set to work if they were
there, and that is something that they are not
·
fond of," rejoined Bob, with a chuckle.
Harry was dressed as she had been, Dick wearing a buckskin suit, and Bob an old British
uniform coat, a pair of homespun breeches one
b?ot ~nd one gaiter and a round hat, can'.ying
hrs pistols concealed and looked like a perfect
•
vagabond.
!'No one would suspect me of being a soldier,"
he laughed, .as he set out :vith Dick and Harry,
presently gomg ahead, saymg that he would signal if he saw anything.
He reached the cabin where he had .been that
morning and found two or three men sittinl!
about the fire, cooking a fat chicken and a .rabbit ·
·
and smoking short, dirty pipes. ·
"Miss Brown to home?" Bob asked, as he came
up a nd set on a stone near the fire.
"Who's she?" asked one of the. men, whom
the young lieutenant did not r emember to have
seen before, as he turned the fowl on the spit.
"Woman what lives here,'' replied Bob. "Seen
Pete or Zenas or Dave this mornin'?"
"Zenas Stone, big man, feller that's got a little
boy?" asked another of the trio.
"Yes, that's him," and Bob imitated the cry
of a partridge, the men supposing it to be made
by the bird itself.
"Hallo! there's a pa'trich !" exclaimed one of
the men, getting up. "We orter have that, too."
"He's up the r oad at Jim Billins' cabin." replied another. "I guess the other fellers you
spoke of are there, too. There's three or four
of 'em, anyhow."
B~b imi~ated the caH of the partridge again,
but m !J. different manner, and the man roastinrr
'·'
the fowl said :
"Don't you see her. Ben? We orter have her."
"No, I don't, an' I guess she's foolin' on me."
"Wull, g uess I'll g o on." said Bob, carelesslv,
going away with a !'!ouching- gait and presently
signaling again to Dick and Harry.
They came u p in a little while, avoiding the
cabin, and Bob told them what he had learned.
" My nondescript rig served first-rate," he
laughed, "for the men had not the slightest suspicion of me and told me all I wanted to know.
They probably took me to be as big a rascal as
•
they are."
"Jim Billings is a Tory," said Harry. "He
is as great a scoundrel as Zenas."
"Do you know where he lives?" a sked Dick.
"Yes, along the road here, in a mean little
cabin something like the one back there. His
wife is a slattern and he a sot. I would
never think of going to their house if it were not
for getting Harry away from these villains."
"You may not need to," replied Dick. "Bob
and I can do the business. All we will want
you for is to run away with the child when we
get him and we will cover your retreat:"
"Oh, I will do th.at, of course," declared ·Harry.
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The girl showed them the way to Billings'
cabin, a nd D ick a nd Bob went ahead, Harry
keeping near, b ut out of sight. When they
reached the place they saw Zenas Stone, Pete
Rawlinson and another man through the window, smoking and drinking, and then, as they
came nearer and could see in a:t the door, they
saw a woman at the fire in the one room which
served as a kitchen, parlor, bedroom and everything else, gettirig dinne r ready. There was <i.
loft overhead, and Dick said to Bob:
·
"They have probably pu t the child up there,
as I do not see him in the cabin. I will get
around to the side where the window is and see
if I can find him."
He went on, therefore, without being noticed
by the men in the cab in, while Bob stepped up
to the door and said, with a drawl:
"Hallo! "•u didn't suspect I was comin' to see
ye, did ye?"
"No, we did not," laughed Zenas. "Who are
ye, anyhow? I don't remember havin' sen ye
afore."
Dick just then signaled to B ob that he had
discovered the chi ld and was making an effor t
to get at him. Walking a round t o the side of
the house, Dick saw t he child lo<'king out of the
little window of the loft and said, softly:
"Harry, do you k now rr.e? Swak softly."
"Yes, y ou a r c the captain. H a·1e you come to
take me away?"
·
"Yes. The window is too sma ll for me to
g et through, but not for you. 'Drop down and I
will catch you."
· "All right. You won't let me fall and · hurt
myself?"
"No, indeed. Hurry up. Your aunty is waiting for you n ot f ar a way. "
The child · ha d every confidence in Dick, and
began to climb out of the little window, which
wa s none too big for him · and much too small
for Dick, Meantime, Bob was talking all sorts
of nonsense to the men in the cabin, keeping
their attention, and so furthering Dick's scheme.
The. boy was half out of the window when he
suddenly lost his hold and fell, uttering a sta rtled
cry as he felt himself flying through the air.
Dick had expected t hat the boy might fall, but
not that he would cry out, and he stepped quickly
forward and reached up his hand. He cau ght
the boy safely, but t he startled cr y h ad been
heard by the men in t he cabin, Zenas spr inging
u p and saying excitedly:
"That brat has f ell obt'n the winder, I'll bet
a cooky!"
'
"Hold yer hosses, Zenas !" said Bob, leveling a
pi stol at the Tory. "That boy is all right."
Then Dick signaled that he had the child and
hurried away to call the girl. The Tories g ot
under the table, thinking that Bob was going
to fire at them, and the young lieutenant suddenly reached in, seized the door and closed it
with a bang.
"All right, Dick?" he called.
"Yes, . we have him," Dick having given the
boy to Harry, who had come up when she heard
his signal and was hurrying down the r ough
road. As the two boys met and hurried after
Harry, there wa s a shot from the loft window,
and then a yell from the lower one, and another
shot, the Tories next coming flying out of the
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cabin door. Zenas had fired t he shot fr om the
loft upon discovering that the boy was gone,
Pete having fi red from below. The boys hurried
on, liut now ot her shots were heard at a distance,
being those fired by Mark and his boys at a
marauding party of the enemy. Then, as Harry
was running on with the little boy over her
shoulder , Dick and Bob, being not more than
twenty yards behind her, a half dozen Indians
sudden ly lea ped out of the thicket and seized the
boy. They g ot him away from the girl and
were runn ing off with him when she suddenly
leveled her i·ifle at them. In a moment one of
the Indians threw the child in front of him and
Harry did not dare to fire.
Dick and Bob did, however, wounding two of
the r ed· rascals, then dashing after the rest and
drawing their pistols. The Indian who had the
boy threw him over his shoulder, and the boys
did not Cl.are to fire. Then the redskins were
joined by others, and the boys were in danger
of being captured themselves.
"Run, Harry, run!" cried Dick. "There are
too many of these fellows for u s to manage."
The girl hurried away, the boys following, firing over their shoulders at the Indians as they
ran.
"It's too bad!" sputtered Bob. "That makes
t wice we have had the little fellow, only to lose
him."
The boys hurried on, the redskins pursuing ,
when suddenly two shots were heard in rapid
succession, and two Indian s plunged headlong,
rolling over once and then lying still. .
"That was Murphy," said Dick, shortly.
The rest of the Indians, thinking that they
were running into a trap, now gave up the chase
and ran off into the woods a t fu ll speed. The .
boys hastened . on, and presently the deadshot
r ifleman stepped out and said:
"There's two more that won't trouble you any
more, captain."
"We missed getting the child• aga in, Murphy,''
said Dick, "and now the Indians have him instead
of the Tories."
"Huh! that may not be as bad, captain." mu ttered the man, "and it may be worse. It's hard
to tell one Injun from another."
"These were Mohawks,'' decla r ed Dick. "They
are some of Brant's men, no doubt."
"Then we will have to watch them. They won't
hurt him, but you don't want them to have him,
of course." •
·
"No, we don't,'' decidedly.
"But it's too ~rovoking what luck we have,"
muttered Bob.
'We thought we ·wer e sure of
the little fellow twice and we lost him."
"Never mind," returned Dick. "We are bonnd
to get him away from them. It make it a little
harder now that he is a mong t he Indians , for
:they will keep a closer watch over him than the
Tories did. Zenas may resent their h:iving him,
however, and demand that he be given up. We
must watch and see what becomes of him."
The party returned to the ca mp, Mark's detachment coming in shortly and r eport ing t h ~ t
they had eng aged a body of Tories and Indian$
and d:tltven them ba ck to their ca mp with co>1siderable loss.
"If they get a few more lessons like that th'!y
will learn th at they ar e not wa nt ed," spu tt:)retl
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Bob, "and keep away. Johnson ought to know. doing something. It is really a mercy to let me
that he is unwelcome."
go with you, and I will \}o all I can, as you well
"He does," observed Mark, "and that is why know, to rescue my little Harry."
he comes here and makes all the trouble he can.
"We will see if we can't steal upon the camp
He knows that he is hated, but the Indians are in the darkness and seize the boy, for the red~hii;stin,g for revenge for the punishment rightly
skin s will be hungry after the day's work and
mfhcted upon them by Sulliven, and J<>hnson, hat- will no doubt eat a hearty supper, and th~n be
ing the patriots, is ready to stir them up to heavy with sleep."
committing all sorts of excesses."
"Very true," replied Dick "and he will con- · They did not wait for darkness to fall, howtinue to· do so until he, to~, receives his just ever, but made their way to the camp hiding
themselves on its outskirts till the dark should
punishment."
It was now noon, for some time things were come. It was a starlight night, but the stars
quiet, there being no sign of any trouble ~m the could not be seen from the deeper recesses of
enemy's part. The boys had their dinners and the woods where the Indians had made their
kept a watch on the Indians and Tories, not way by the sense of touch and of feeling, for
knowing when they might appear and try to they could see nothing a foot away from their
get revenge for the repulse they had had during faces. A .fire was lighted in the center of the
the forenoon. At length, one of the scouts from camp, and here the redskins had cooked their
the fort reported that John was going up the supper, and were now lying about it in various
Mohawk at ,good speed, probably seeing no fur- attitudes of sleep, with the exception of one
who was sitting with his back propped up against
ther use of remaining I'iear the fort.
"We will have to follow him," declared Dick, a tree, smoking a long pipe, but even he nodded
"not only to prevent him from doing any more at intervals, his eyes heavy with drowsiness.
mischief as much as we can, but to punish him The three spread out and make their way noisefor what he has qone and to get back the little le~sly tow'.1rd a common center, their signals
being prev10usly agreed upon, Harry was to join
·
boy now in possession of the Indians."
The boys prepared to follow the enemy and the one who succeeded in reaching the child and
were on the way, when another scout reported getting it, while the other was to create a diverthat they. had h.alted in a better position and sion .in the opposite direction so as to call off
seemed prepared to make a stay. .The boys · the attention of the redskins from the one who
halted, therefore, · and in a little while Dick and had the child.
It was slow work getting toward that fire,
a party of the Liberty Boys went on cautiously
to reconnoiter and see what they could learn. for it seemed as if every leaf and tree in the
They caught sight of the enemy at length, the woods was brittle that night and snapped and
Indians being encamped in a wood and only a crackled under their bodies, for they progresse<:l
small part of their force being seen, the Royal mostly on hands and knees. The men on the
Greens occupying a strong position on the river. ground w.ould stir uneasily at some louder
. "I don't know how much longer they will stay crack, but it seemed as if the Indian. who sat
there," said Dick to Bob, "but as soon as we with his back propped against the tree opened
can, we want to get into the Indian camp and his eyes at every sound, slight as it might be,
consequently the three had to wait some time
see what they have done with the little boy."
The boys waited for some time, watching the after any hint of noise. They did not know· in
enemy and trying to determine what they were just what part of the camp the · child might be,
going to do, but at last they returned to the so their task was just so much more difficult
in consequence, but every time they made an
camp, Dick remarking:
"\Ve cannot attack them now and so we might advance it was so much gained, though it took
as well wait to see what they are going to do. them so long. Harry was in the middle, while
They may stay till night, but I do not think it Dick was on the right and Bob on the left, and
by degrees the two boys moved faster than the
will be much longer than that."
The boys, therefore, waited, at the same time · girl, for they, in all probability, would have more
ground to cover.
keeping a watch on the hostile camp.
They had approached almost within the glow
of the fire and had not see:r;i anything of the little
captive, and Harry ·was growing more and more
nervous every moment from the long-continued
CHAPTER VIII.-On the Trail of the Boy.
suspense, although she gave no evidence of her
At dusk the Indians were .still in camp in condition to the two boys. They did not dare
the wood, and Dick determined to make another venture within the radius of the light for fear of
effort to rescue the boy. He called Bob and detection, although that was probably where the
boy would be, but Bob and Dick crept carefully
said:
"There is no use in letting those rascally In- around, peering at the sleeping forms for the
dians run off with that boy, Bob, and I am going small one of th~ child. At length Dick could
after him. You will go with me, of course? distinguish it among those of the tall, lithe redskins, who, the evening being warm, were not
Do you think we had better take Harry?"
"She will want to go, Dick, and she may be able wrapped in their blankets. The child was evidently sleeping, but he seemed . restless, for he
to help us;· Bob replied promptly.
Harry said at once, when she was ask~ if tossed from side to side at intervals, and moaned
she wished to accompany Dick and Bob to the and whimpered in his sleep as if in distress of
some kind. Dick's heart went out to the little
Indians' camp in quest of little Harry:
"I couldn't rest contented, captain, unless I am fellow, and he longed to take him into his arms
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and bear him away from thoes skuiking redskins
and restore him to~ his young aunt.
He had told the other two, by imitating the
hoot of an owl, that he had discovered the boy
and was awaiting his chance to seize him. Harry
made her way closer to Dick, while Bob, in accordance with the pre-arranged plan, had moved
away as rapidly as possible in the opposite dire~
tion, so that he might, at Dick's signal, attract
attention to himself and away from Dick and
the boy. There was a tedious period of almost
breathless waiting, the seconds seemed like moments, and the moments dra.gged themselves
seemingly into hours, for Dick was waiting till
all the Indians were in deep slumber, as they
gave evidence of soon being, even the supposed
sentinel. They were all breathing r egularly and
heavily, for all had eaten heartily, and at length
Dick felt the pro pitious moment had come.
Quietly and slowly he crept within the light
of the now ex piring fire till he reached the sleeping boy, put out his hand and t ouched the little
form, which did not stir, then getting on his
feet he leaned over, gently picked up the child
-and was about to i·un with him when he opened
his eyes and gave a fri ghtened scream, at the
same time struggling violently.
"Let me alone! Let me alone!" the child kept
crying.
In an instant an Indian was on his feet, some
of the others showed signs of awakening, and
the man leaning against the tree sprang to his
feet with tomahawk poised. In an instant Dick
had dropped the struggling child, who evidently
believed himself in the clutch of the enemy. He
had no time to explain or to soothe the child,
but sinking to the ground, he crept amid the
leaves and grass out of the circle of light before
the redskins had really recovered their sight
from their heavy sleep. By this time Harry was
crying, and almost tempted to rush to her little
nephew and clasp him in her arms and soothe
his fears, but it was too late, and she, too, crept
away in the darkne~s, neither she nor DicK
speaking till · they were well without hearing
di stance. Meanwhile, the redskins were searching for the disturber of their slumbers. No .one
had · seen Dick, and, as it was too dark ·to discover any traces he might have left of his
recent passage, they could do nothing but listen,
and all they heard was one whippoorwill calling
to another in the darkness. Once outside the
danger zone, Dick and Harry awaited the coming of Bob.
· "What was it, Dick?" he asked, eagerly. "I
thought you had the boy, and was just about
to make myself heard when I saw the forms
leap up in the firelight, and then your signal that
the attempt had not succeeded."
.
"It was poor little H arry's terror a t being
so suddenly waked . after the terrible experience
-he has been through," explained his young aunt.
"He -probably thought the Indians had got him.
What are we going to do now?" and her voice
was full of the tears that her eyes kept resolutely
back.
.
"Go back to our own camp_ and try again at
daylight," was Dick's reply. "We'll succeed
som·e time. th"ugh the sooner the better for him
and for u s all."
They took their way wearily back to their
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own camp, where they Jay down as they were,
wi t ho ut undressing, for the daylight was not so
long a way. Dick decided to go alone in the
morning, thinking he might have a better chance
of concealing himself than if there wer e more
boys with him. H!! did not waken either H arry
or Bob, but told Mark · what he was going to
try to accomplish, with a-message for H arry
in cases he should wake, that Dick would be
bacl<' either with or without little Harry by
sun-up. During the previous night it had occurred to him that he might conceal himself
in the dense branches of the t ree again st whose
trunk the sentinel had been lean ing and thu s
discover the position of the child as well as
observe the movements of the Indians, and thu s
be able to decide when would be best to attemp t
another rescue.
H e had little difficulty in rea ching the tree,
unseen and unheard, for Dick ha d the woodcraft
of the redskin himself, and was able to make
his '\vay into their very midst without attractinoatt ention unless something untoward happened~
When he had succeeded in reaching his elevated
position he peered downward and saw some of
the recumbent forms of the night before, but
at once .he saw t hat they were not all there,
neither could he see the for!'Il of little Harry.
"They have taken alarm and taken him .away,"
he thought, "and now I must find where they
ha ve hidden him. It's a pity we did not succeed last night; no"_'. i t will be doubly hard, for
first we have got to find him, and then probably
he will be guarded much more carefully than
before. There is no help for it, however. I
wish I had not said I would be back to camp hy
sun-up, for then I could t r y to pick up the trail ,
but if I am not back on time the boys will
become alarmed, and start to look me up, which
might greatly interfere with my plans."
He made his way down the tree as noi se. lessly as he had climbed up, crept away in the
semi-darkness before any of the Indians were
stirring, and was back at his own camp before
the time he had set for his r eturn. He found
H arry already awake, and told her what he h ad
just discovered, but tried to reassure her by
telling her that immediately after they had eaten,
the three of them would again start out to :find
the little boy. Harry felt too wrought up to
eat, but Dick knew that she must have food or
that she could not ·endure the strain, so he said,
quietly but firmly, not showfog the deep sympathy he really felt for her:
"If you don't eat, Harry, you must remain
in ca mp, for I cannot have my actions hampered
by any weakness on your part."
H arry's pale face flu shed, as she asked, deprecatingly:
"But, captain, have I shown weakness yet?"
"Not yet, Harry, but you will if you do not
eat and keep up your physical strength as well
as your courage."
H arry made no reply, but forced down some
food and drank a bowl of millc, of which, for. tunately, just at that time they had a liberal
supply. The Indian camping-place was a long
distance back of the road, so there was no use
in taking horses, and just as .the sun was sending its rosy glow over the country the three,
dressed as ordinary boys of the neighborhood,
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with muskets over their shoulders, as if in
quest of game, quietly left the camp of the Liberty Boys, and started out in t he woods in the
direction of the redskins' camp that Dick had
lef t but a short time before. It was here that
Dick expected to pick up his trail, but they were
all careful to keep on the outskirts of the camp
and not to attract the attention of the Indians.
When they came within sight of the camp, the
Ind~ans were sitting aro~nd smoking, . their
~omes tet~ered. about, croppmg the grass m the
little op~nmgs m the woods.
In vam Harry scanned that part of the camp
that she could see from her position behind a
tree for some trace of her little nephew hoping
that Dick had failed to see him a nd 'that he
might still be about. Harry r emained at her
station behind the tree, while Dick a nd Bob
encircled t he camp at quite a dist ance from the
cent er, narr owing the circle with each round.
Dick t aking onehalf , and Bob the ot her. Meanwhile, Harry herself was not inattentive. She
had stood motionless, her eyes 'fix ed on the
moving and stationary forms of t he I ndians
for many minutes, but had di scover ed no sign
of little Harry, nothing even to indicat e that
he had ever been there at all, and if she ha d
not heard his voice the night before, she mig ht
have thought that Dick had. been mistaken in
his identity, but she could not be in doubts of
his cry nor . the sound of his voice.
She let her eyes wander ay.ray from the Indians, not far afield, for the woods were thick
where she stood, but unconsciously, as it were,
here eyes, now freed from the control of he1·
mind, were following the motion s of a little
chipmunk that was scurrying about amid the
dry leaves. Harry realized that she was lookin g at a piece of faded blue homespun such as
H arry's little breeches had been ma de of. She
a lmost fo rgot her perilous positiop, but the
cracking of t wig as she took a ·step forward to
snatch at the bit of cloth brought her to t he
realization of the situation , and she m ade her
way carefully to ward it, and sto pping, possessed
herself of the preciou s bit of soiled cloth.
She ha d no means of identifying this but as
having come from little H arry's breeches, it was
j ust t he hem of one leg, pr obably torn away
by some sharp twig that proj ected from t he
broken branches lying about on t he ground, and
from which, no doubt, t he Indian s r eplenished
their fi re. She did not know just wher e either
cf t he t wo boys was at that moment, but they
would be somewhere about, and she lef t her
sheltPr fro m behind the tree-trunk and, turning
her back on the redskins, crept slowly a way,
peering around in all directions for some sign
of the boys. In a few moments she saw somethiri,g moving, and gliding behind a hee she
waited for the fo r m, whatever it might be, to
cro ss a small space between two trees.
__,,.
CHAPTER IX.-Facing Many Dangers.
In a moment she saw the figure of a boy,
and although she could not see enough t o be
sur e what his color might be, she caught• a
glimpse of his dress, which was certa inly not
that of an Indian. She imi tated the twitter of
a bird, and inst antly the boy stopped and :.he

lost sight of him. Then she g ave one of the
signals of the Lib~,rty Boys, and in an
m stant she saw the face of Dick looking at her
through a screen of leaves. As · he saw her
he advanced cautiously toward her, and she held
up the bit of torn cloth for his inspection. H e
looked at it carefully, and then drawing her
father away into the recesses of the woods he
whispered:
"Where did you find this?"
"Back where I was standing, watching t he
Indians, and where you left me.
"
.
.
.
"You thmk that . this came from his clothes?"
He wore a pair of old homespun breeches
w.hen he wa~ sna tched up," s~e .replied .. " One
piece looks like another, but it _is . the c1rcumB1'.ances tha~ make me .feel that it 1s a part of
hi~, clothes.
.
. ·
Show me JUst wher e you found it, but be
car~ful to keep a~a;r from the very spot . lest we
ob~:t~rate t~e ,t r a il..
.
.
Oh, I d1dn t thmk of that! ·· she exclaimed,
quickly. "I just made a graJ:> for it."
.
She took Dick to near wher e she had stood,
and th.e n pointed out to him the spot where it
ha d lam almost concealed by the dead leaves.
"The trail is not clear," mutter ed Dick, after
a moment or two, ~hich _he had spent on his
ha nds and knees with his face close to the
ground. " There are many footprints here, but
none small enough for the child, and yet how
could the piece be torn from the leg of his
breeches unless he were walking?, Here are
his aunt's footsteps. I can easily distinguish
those, and the imprint of-a bare foot, evidently
that of a redskin, but absolutely no trace of
a little foot He gave another search all about
and then came back to the spot where Harry
had said she had found the piece of cloth, and
after another moment of close scrutiny r ose to
his f eet; as he did so his hat was struck off
by an overhanging branch. He did not stoop
t o recover his hat at once; instead, he seized
the branch that had talten off his hat and examined that. He gave a sign of satisfaction,
for he had discovered the thread of faded blue
cloth on its extreme end.
"They have carried him," he thou ght, and he
looked again at the bit of t orn breeches leg, and
soon saw that the rent was not a new one, with
the exception of a space of about an inch, just
sufficient to catch on the tree and to be wrenched
off a s the boy was being carried past. Then
Dick again dropped down on . his hands alitl
knees and was able to foll ow the imprint of the
bare· foot. Sometimes he lost sight of it, but
sooner or later he would pick it up again, and
in a few moments he summoned Bob, and then
the three went on together in the direction
whither the footprints led. They relaxed n one of
their vigilance, although every step took them
away from the Indians camp, for Dick knew
there must be others Indians about, and did not
know but that they were now between two
camps, and might be hemmed in on both sides.
He risked the danger, however, a~ he was ·doing
every day in furtherance of a good cause, and
they made their way silently and with as -much
haste as possible under the diffi culty conditions.
The trail led them farther a nd farther on,
~atural
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into more inaccessible places, up a mountain,
steep and rough. More than once they lost it,
sometimes it being Dick who would discover it
again and sometimes Bob, after infinite troulile
and patience. After an ~ unusually hard climb
they had to throw themselves down to rest, not
on account of Harry, who was feverish in her
eagerness to find the boy and who seemed to
be tireless, but Dick knew that her was a fictitious strength, and that a few moments' rest
would really help her. She could hardly contain herself, starting every moment or two
as if to get on her feet, but Dick or Bob would
put out a restraining hand, and once Bob went
to a brook nearby and, making a drinking cup
out of a leaf, brought her a drink, which she
accepted gratefully, not realizing till the cool
water touched her parched thToat and tongue
how thirsty she had been. The sun was nearing
· its meridian, and still their search had not ended,
neither ]]ad they came in sight of any Indians.
.. Small game abounded, but Dick did not dare a
shot for fear of bringing the redskins on them,
and so they went on without food, and with but
.a few m oments' rest. Harry a sked no questions,
trusting thoroughly in Dick, a ltfi ough her heart
was beginnil'.g to fail her. Then suddenly they
heard the· twang of a bow-string, and an arrow
whizzed past her head and struck into a tre~
trunk just ahead of her. They threw themselves
down on the grass at once, hoping to escape
the keen eyes of the redskins, not knowing
whether they had yet been discovered or not,
hoping that the shot had l::een a chance one, or
aimed at something else.
·
Not . another sound was heard for some moments, and Dick had just raised his head to
glance around when he found him self looking into the eyes of a red brave not five yards distant.
Instantly Dick fired, risking bringing other Indian down en them, not knowing but there
might be a dozen more in the neighborhood. As
his shot flashed one way, another came in hi s
direction, but. not from the crouching red, who
now rose and, drawing his bow, sent an arrow
directly at Harry. Bob had· seen the motion and
pulled the girl quickly to one side, and the
arrow missed her, then he fired and brought
doW'n the r ed before he had a chance to fit another arrow to· his bow. In the meantime Dick
had fired another shot, and then the reds disappeared as if by magic, and there was no
sound cut their own breathing.
·The three -whites dropped again to the ground,
and together they wormed themselves to · the
shelter of some thick underbrush, and lay watching for another attack. But none came ; the
moment s passing in inactivity, ·when so much
remained to be done. Dick hesitated about leaving cover lest the reds were merely lying in
wait, hoping to lure them into a sense of security and then to pounce down on them. At
length, growing impatient, he resorted to the
old ruse of placing a hat on the end of his
musket and raising it slowly upward, but no
answering shot came. Again and again he tried
the experiment with no result, and then he himself slowly rose, with no sign from the reds:
Then he made a sharp sour.cl as if the breaking of a twig, and when ·noth4ng occurred after
that he felt reasonably sure that they had gone
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on. They had lost the trail, however, for soon
Dick exclaimed:
'·There has been a number of Indians through
here but a short time since,. and we saw only a
part of them."
" V/ho do you suppose they are, Dick?"
"Perhaps they are on the way to join Johnson
and do more mischief,'' replied Dick, bitterly.
"Oh, I wish we could get little Harry!" cried
Harry.
Dick sighed.
"I see no chance of that now," he replied,
sadly, "for there is no longer any signs of the
· barefooted redskin, and we ought to get back
to the camp as soon as possible, for ·I fear something may be wrong."
"Oh, captain, you are not going to give up
· the search for little Harry, are you?" cried
· Harry, tears in her eyes, and her har.ds clasped
tight against he1· heart.
.
"I don't see that there is anything else to do
now, Harry," answered Dick, gently. "It is nri
use continuing an ind ~ finite search . The child
. may not be within miles of . here; we do not
. even know that he has surely been carried in
this direction; we may be losing time by going
on farther ."
·
'
"That is true," assented Harry, sadly. "You
mu l?t do as you think right, captain, and I will
a.ct as you wish."
Dick felt almost as badly as Harry in relinquishing the quest after Harry, after being
on the tr ail so long, and had he any hopes of
picking up the trail again within any reasonable time he would have p1nsued it farther,
chancing the results, but 1'S he had lost it, and
there seemed no certainty of again finding it that
day, and as he knew he might be urgently needed
at camp, he felt his duty was to return. He
stood a moment to ·get his bearings and to consider how far they had come, and how near
they were to the river. when he ·heard something
in the woods back of him.
"More Indians!" he exclaimed.
Harry's face paled.
She was feeling the
strain of · the search, and, besides, she had a
terror of the redskins.
"Do you think they have seJn u s?" she whispered.
"I don't know yet. If they have we must
elude them, they are still far enough away for
us to do that. We will take to the river so as
to leave no tracks," replied Dick, in low tones.
"We had better get away as quickly as possible," said Bob. "I think there are a number
of them, and they · are probably on the way to
join those who i;;tole little Harry."
It was not easy going, and Harry was plainly
flagging, so each boy took one of her hands and
together they ran swiftly toward the river, away
from the direction whence the sounds proceeded.
They had not gone far when they found their
way blocked by an impassable swamp, which
even Dick did not care to attempt to cross in
a hurry, as he was• not acquainted with the
country just about here, and he did not know
where tfiere was any chance of getting through.
They lost considerable time in going around,
and heard the shouts of the redskins, who were
gainin.g on them by reason of their long detour.
"We'll have hard work to make it," exclaimed
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Dick, "for the rascals are fast gaining on us.
Bob, you go on ahead with Harry, and I'll
keep them back for a while at least."
"No, the lieutenant must stay back with you,
and I will go on alone," cried Harry. "I don't
want you to take such a risk for me."
"Bob, do as I say, and if anything happens
to me then you can send Harry on alone and
keep them back just so much longer."
"All right, Dick," and he started to lead Harry
a way.
But Harry refused to advance.
"Either we all remain or we all go on and
take the chances," she sa id, and Dick did not
dispute her decision, but went on withput further demur.
The whoops of the redskins were growing
louder every moment, and it seemed as if .there
was no way to save themselves, for the country
was open at that point, they having left the
woods a few moments before. The r iver was
in plain sight now, and Dick's purpose was to
reach its bank and swim as far as they could
and to land on the opposite side, leaving no
trail behind them, and then taking to the woods,
which bordered the river on the opposite side.
But Dick soon saw that his plan would fail, for
the Indians were now almost within shot, and in
a few moments would be on them. He looked
up and down the river bank for some means
to escape. Toward the camp they had left that
morning he saw ai cloud of dust: What could
it mean? Were more Indians approaching? He
quickly drew Harry down beside him behind a
large rock and then waited. Danger seemed to
confront them, front and rear. The cloud of
dust approached nearer on one side, the yells
of the Indians on the other. Then horses were
seen to emerge from the dust, and a moment
later Dick gave a shout, drew Harry up to her
feet by his side and pointed to the approaching
riders.
"Hurrah, Liberty Boys!" shouted Bob, indifferent now to the close proximity of the redskins.
·
The boys were alongside in a moment more,
Dick shouted, waved his arms, and they came
to a halt.
.
"We've found you, captain. You are needed,
for the enemy is on the march, and the men at
the fort are preparing to follow."

CHAPTER X.-One Less Enemy to J)eal With.
The enemy were on the march, and Dick and
the Liber ty Boys and a number of the men from
the fort were sent after them, determined to
. punish them severely for the destruction they
had wrought, p ick, Bob and H arry only waiting
to snatch a bit to eat, as they had not eaten
since early morning. Johnson marked his path
with fires, burning the houses of all the patriots
and sparing those of the Tories, but these the
angry patriots destroyed '!o that there was desolation on all sides. Troops had been sent from
Alba ny as soon as word was received · there of
John son's presence in the valley, and the Liber ty
Boys joined with some of these on the day after
Johnson's departure up the valley. Johnson was
/

on the north side of the river, devastating the
country while the patr iots were on the south
side, the leaders showing their spirit, however,
much to the disgust of many of the boys.
Johnson at last rested, guarding the nearest
ford, while the leader of the patriots went off
to dine with Governor Clinton, it was said, which
caused an Oneida chief, who was in the party
with a considerable force of his warriors, to
denounce him as a Tory. The Liberty Boys were
bitter against their leaders, and if Dick had
said so, they would have crossed the r i,ver and
attacked the Tories and Indians unsupported.
"There are too many of them, boys, and the
ford is guarded," said Dick. "Have a little
patience, and we will J!'et after these marauders
and give them all the punishment we can."
Murphy was with the Liberty Boys, and later
in the day he reported to Dick that the talk
of the men and the anger of the Oneida chief
had stirred the commander to activity and that
a move would soon be made.
"Well, I am glad of it," declared Dick, "for
we do not like this inactivity and are eli,ger to be
doing something." .
At last, along in the afternoon, the order was ·
given to cross the river, and the Liberty Boys
gave a cheer and were quickly ready. The disguised girl was with. the boys, and Dick, seeing
her aside, said earnestly:
"Keep out of danger as much as possible. I
know that you are no boy, although I have
said nothing. I am willing for you to be with
us and will help you get 'the little boy from the
Indians, but in a fight such as we are bound to
have before long, it will not be an easy matter
to look after every one, and I would rather that
you keep out of danger. You will have reason
enough, as you are not one of us, and no one
will blame you for keeping at the rear at such
a time."
Harry colored deeply and answered:
"I will not expose myself needlessly, .captain.
Do you think there will be any chance of little
Harry bei;;.g ~ith the enemy?"
"Probabcy not, but if he is we will do our best
to improve the opportunity, you may be sure."
The boys forded the river in a body, and in a
short time the patriots were drawn up on the
other side of the Mohawk, ready to give battle
to the Royal Greens, Yagers, Indians a nd Tories '
and punish them for the destruction t hey had
done. The Royal Greens and Yager.s were drawn
upon a plain partly guarded by a bend in the
river, the Indians under Brant being concealed
in a thicket <>f shr ub oaks nea r at h and. The
patriots attacked the Greens and Yagers vigorously, tl).e Liberty Boys having a prominent position and charging ·valiantly.
"Forward, Liberty Boys!" shout ed Dick "down
with the marauding Tories a nd for eigii. hirelings, give it to them, my boys !"
Crash I roar! A tremendous volley .rang out,
for the boys fired as they charged.
"Liberty forever!
Down with the Tories!
Scatter the hirelings!" r oared the br ave f ellows,
as they cha r ged furiously upon the enemy.
They had long been eager to engage the Johnson Green s and Yager s, and now that they had
a chance t hey meant to improve it. Rattle!
rat tle! crack! crack l Muskets an d pistols rat-
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t!ed and banged and there were many gaps in
I.he ranks of the enemy, as the valiant young
patriots charged with the greatest ferocity.
The::i Brant and his ' Indians came out of their
hiding-place and raised a war-whoop, expecting
to throw terror into the hearts of the plucky
boys. Suddenly Dick noticed "Deadshot Murphy" with the Liberty Boys, mounted on a big
brown horse. The rifleman had not been seen
before with the boys, but Dick was glad to have
him with them. The Liberty Boys charged
furiously, the militiamen and regulars showing
.~Teat bravery and making an impetuous dash,
which nothing could withstand. Suddenly Dick
noticed Murphy rein in for a moment and then
ltraise his rifle to his shoulder and fire.
"Jove! he has hit Brant!" ejaculated Bob.
"It will be a good thing if he has killed the
monster!" muttered Ben, impetuously.
Dick saw th.e chief fall, and knew that the
rifleman's shot had reached him. The Indians
began to fall back, being the fi rst to yield before
a charge like that, and then the Greens and
Yagers began to give way. The boys gave vent
to a tremendous cheer and charged more vigorou sly, emptying their pistols upon the enemy.
Then Brant was seen to get up and fall back
with his braves, having received a wound in the
head, and not killed, as the boys had fondly
hoped.
"That's too bad!" sputtered Bob, in a disappointed tone. "I had hoped that the red
demon had been killed and that we would never
more be troubled with him."
"No such luck, I guess 1" muttered Mark.
Dick saw Murphy fire another shot at the
chief, but one of the braves got in the way
· either accidentally or by design, and in a moment he fell in his tracks and lay till. The
Royal Greens, Yagers, Tories, camp follower s
and Indians fled and now, it being twilight, the
patriot leader ordered a halt, much to the disappointment of all. The troops were ordered to
fall back and encamp for the night, an order
which caused the greatest dissatisfaction, but
which had t o be obeyed. After dark, when the
boys had had their suppers and the pickets were
set, Dick sent for .Bob and said:
"I am going to see what I can do with the
fodian s. If they have taken the little boy with
them I am going to make another effort to
get him away. I think we will take just a few
of the boys. It will be too dangerous to take
Harry with us, and we shall not have a large
party."
·
"We ought to do something, Dick, if the little
fellow is with the Indians yet," rejoined Bob.
It is not likely that the Tories have taken him
away, is it?"
·
"No; I think not."
The boys disguised themselves as ordinary
country boys, and got Jack, Will, George, Paul
and the two Harrys to go with them, making
their way rapidly in the direction taken by the
Indians and Tories, having their hors~s with
them, as they did not' know how far they might
have to go before coming up with the redskins.
They rode two or three miles before they saw
the campfires of the enemy ahead of them,
and went on - for some little distance before
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dismounting, seeing a light between them and
the fires.
"That must be a smaller camp-fire," said Dick
"but we must see what it is before we go on.'1
Dick and Bob went ahead, taking Jack Warren and Will Freeman along, and advauced
rapidly, but with caution, toward the light they
saw. This soon proved to be a light in a little
half-ruined cabin, where a party of five or six
rough-looking men could be seen gathered before
a log fire on the hearth. The boys crept up till
within a dozen yards of the cabin, the door of
which was open, and listened to the men talking. There were Zenas Stone, Pete Rawlinson.
Dave Huggins and some more, who were known
to the boys, there being some who were strangers
to them.
"We've getter get the brat from the Injuns,"
growled Zenas. "I undertook ter keep him, an'
them Injuns got him, but I ain't goin' ter let
them ·have him, 'cause I want him myself.
"What do you want him fur, Zenas?" asked
Pete, who had been drinking. "So's to 'mind
ye of his dad what you killed?"
·
"Who says I did?" growled the other, angrily.
"I do, an' ye can't deny it. You know you
did, an~ so do I, 'cause I seen ye, an' if ever
there was a cold-blooded murder that was one.
The .man was helpless an' you killed him."
"I'll kill you if you say that?" snarled Zenas,
springing to his feet.
Pete started to seize his rifle, which stood
against the wall, and sent it clattering to the
floor, discharging it. There was a_ sharp report
and then a heavy fall, and one oi the men exclaimed:
"Gosh ! it's killed him! H e didn't move. He's
been shot by his own gun !"
"Served him right," growled Zenas, "for tellin'
lies a bout me."
"I dunno what might happen next," muttered
Dave Huggins. "I mought get shot myself," and
he arose and left the cabin, followed by three or
four others, the boys crouching low in the bushes
so as not to be seen.
"Served him right," snarled Zenas. "Take him
out'n here. I ain't goin' to stay in here with
that thing starin' me in the face. What if I
did kill John Warner? He took my ,gal away
from me an' I had a right to. I didn't though.
He was shot by Injuns. Take that feller out,
I tell ye!" with a snarl. "I ain't goin' to have
it ih here."
"Wull, that was an accident," said one, "but
I ain't so sure about the other. 'Taint ve'Jly
pleasant comp'ny, is he, Zenas? I guess I won't
stay no more. The rebels mought be comin'
up," and the man left the cabin.
"Confound ye, are ye all goin' away?" growled
Zenas. "I didn't kill the feller. Why can't ye
take him away? I don't want that thing in
here, an' I ain't er goin' to have it, nu ther l"
and the man pushed the dead body with his
foot, and then started back as if the touch had
burned him.
"You and him was partners, take him out
yerself," muttered one. "You didn't kill him, so
y<l'll oughtn't to be afraid of him."
"I ain't afraid of him, but I ain't going to
have him in here," snarled Zenas, but just then
the tallow dip in a bottle on the rude table began
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to sputter and suddenly went out with a puff of
ill-smelling smoke.
In a moment there were startled exclamations
from all in the cabin, and at the next instant
they ran out in a boely, leaving the dead man
the sole occupant of the cabin. They scattered
in various directions and were soon all gone,
their footsteps dying away in the distance.
"The boy is still with the Indians," declared
Dick, when he had called up the rest of the
boys, "and we must see where they are."
"They cannot be very far away," said Bob,
- "since we can see their camp-fires. Suppose we
go there, Dick."
"Those fires may be in the camp of the Royal
Green s," returned Dick. "But we can go there,
at any rate, and see."
Then the hoys went on rapidly and cautiously,
leading the horses and at length making out the
camp to be that of the Indians.
CHAPTER Xl.-The Little Boy Recovered.
There was a considerable force in the camp
of the Indians and the boys did not dare to
approach it too near, as the reds were moving
abo'Ut a great deal, and every now and then a
pari;y of a dozen or more would. leave it in one
direction or another, and they were sure to be
detected if they attempted to enter. There were
no whites to be seen, and they would have been
suspected, therefore, even in their disguises if
they went in, and, as it was, Dick came very near
leing discovered while watching the Indians, a
party passins within a yard or two of his hiding
place behind a fallen trunk. Something was going on that the boys did not µnder stand, for
even when the Indians spoke what they said
was unintell!gible to the young patriots, and
Bob grew very restive at b·eing unable to tell
w hat mcve the Indians had on· hand.
Dick saw nothing of the little boy, and was
not at all sure that he was in the camp at all,
having an idea that some smaller party had
taken him with them, and would hurry on by
themselves so as to get to a safe place without
delay. Sm all parties of Indians w~re constantly
coming and going, and the boys were obliged to
exercise the greatest caution in order not to be
discovered, being on the point of it more than
once. At last a number of the Indians met
around the large camp-fire in the middle of the
grove and held a deliberation, Dick being unable to understand what was said, however.
Finally, after about twenty minutes, they all got
up, and at once every one began preparing to
l eave the camp. Dick watched carefully to see
if the little boy were with them, but saw nothing
of him. The preparations for going on the
march were made rapidly, and in ten minutes the
entire party set out at a rapid rate up the
Mohawk, the evident desire being · to get away
as quickly as possible. Dick saw nothing of the
little boy and was satisfied now that he was
not with these Indians, but must oe with another and smaller detachment. He got all the
boys together and said:
•
"The boy is not there. These men are in
haste to get away, and I believe they are going
to abandon John son and return to their own
r~ion as fast as they can."

" Maybe they are afraid,'' suggested Bob. "We
have been giving them a lot of trouble lately."
"Brant is wounded, and if the troops will only
push on they will scatter Johnson's forces,'' declared Dick. "The Indians are poor losers, and
now that their chief has been wounded, they
are in a hurry to get away."
"And the boy is not there?" asked Bob.
"No, I have seen nothing of him, and I don't
believe he is here at all; in fact, I am satisfied he
is not."
"Then what are we going to do?"
"Nothing, that I can see, except return to
the camp. We will pursue Johnson in · the morning, undoubtedly, and we must find out wher•
the boy is. If we can find the Indians· who have
him we will make a determined effort to get him
away from them, and I believe that we shall .
succeed."
"We've got to !" muttE!red Bob, determinedly.
"V•le can't let these red villains carry him off any
farther."
The boys then turned their faces toward the
camp and went on at a good gait, suddenly stopping as they neared the cabin, where they had
seen the Tories, upon hearing the sound of
voices.
"Hallo! these fellows have come back," said
Dick.
Then he approached the place, cautiou sly, with
Bob, Jack and Ben, suddenly discovering that
the voices were not th<>se of the Tories but of
Indians. Dick signaled to the boys to come up
cautiously and rapidly and surround the cabin.
" How do these fellows happen to be here?"
he asked himsel'f. "They must have known that
the main bcdy was .on the march if they were
anywhere near, for you can see the camp from
here and the reds made noise enough. Maybe
they did not intend to go on with the rest."
Then he s tole up, ca utiously, and looked in
at the rear window, taking care not to be seen
himself. There were three or four Indians in
the place, and lying fast a sleep on a bundle of
blankets were a little fair-haired boy of five
years, the very boy, ·in fact, whom they had
tried so many times to get away ·from the Indians. Dick imitated the call of a whippoorwill
and in a few moments Bob repeated it six time<:,
which meant that there were six of the Indians
in all. There were eight of the boys, and Dick
decided that this was enough if they · managed
properly. Stealing around to the front of the
cabin, he suddenly let out a terrific whoop, which
brought all the redskin s but of the cabin in an
instant. Then he and Bob ran inside, caught
up the sleeping boy, scattered the embers of
the fire and ran out a.gain, as the two Harrys
and Jack opened fire upon the returning Indians, who had just discovered how they had
been tricked. The boys quickly massed themselves, and with shouts and ·cheers and shots,
charged upon the Indians, scattering them right
and left, an d then made for their horses. These
they quickly secured, jumped into the saddle
and were· off down the road at a gallop in a few
moments.
"Hallo, captain!" said the little boy, who had
been awakened by the noise and the motion.
"You've tooked me away from the Injuns, haven't
you?"
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"Yes, Harry, and they won't get you again,"
replied Dick.
The Indians were unable to pursue the boys,
having no horses, and they gave up the chase
a c once the boys going on at a rapid pace.
When they reached the camp the disguised girl
was the first to meet them and to take the boy
from Dick's arms.
e
"Hallo, Aunty Annie, I have come back ~gain!"
cried the :Little fellow. "Harry don't like I~
juns."
"Hallo! Harry Warner is the boy's aunt!"
cried some of the boys. "How is that?"
"How did you came to call yourself Harry?"
asked Dick, later.
"Why, my name is Harriet Ann, and it was
an easy matter to call ·myself Harry. Indeed,
I used to be called so until little Harry came
along."
"Oh I see!" with a smile. "Then you really
took your own name, after all?"
"Y.es and I have often worn these clothes in
the wo'ods for convenience, so that I was used
to them."
"Yes but there was some of our boys who
have sharp eyes and they detected the difference."
"Yes I know they did," laughing, "but as
they s~id nothing I did not, either."
There were some men going back to the fort
the next morning, and the girl and little Harry
went with them. Although General Van Rensselaer did not pursue the enemy, he had not
said that others should not, and Captain McKean
and the Oneidas set after them the next morning,
the Liberty Boys going along, eager to inflict
more punishment upon them. The enemy we:r;e
hastening toward Onondaga Lake, where their
boat~ had been left concealed, Johnson and the
Indians and the Yagers going ahead, the Greens,
regulars and Butler's Rangers following. 1:he
patriots pushed on after the enemy, pursumg
them as far as Fort Herkimer on the German
Flats where they halted to rest. McKean and
the Oneidas were ordered to press on in advance,
Dick and the Liberty Boys going with them.
Van Rensselaer promised them support, and they
went on with little intermission, being eager to
come up with the enemy and thrash them. The
boys were halting during the night, making a
temporary camp and keeping a lookout for any
straggling parties or marauders, a few fires being lighted, and the boys taking their comfort
while at the same time they were on the watch.
The boys shortly went- on again and cotftinued
their march rapidly . . In the morning the troops
came upon Johnson's trail, finding his camp-fires
still burning. McKean' was for pushing on at
once, but the Oneida chief would not advance
unless he was sure that the rest of the troops
were coming and that he could be sure of their
support. · A halt was called, therefore, the leaders deciding to wait till they heard from Van
Rensselaer. While they were waiting, a messenger came irom the general and informed
them that he had given up the pursuit and
was at that moment on his way to Albany.
There was nothing to do, therefore, but go back,
although every one was greatly disappointed.
"What are you goin,g to do, Diclc?" asked
Bob. "We a1•e not under Van Rensselaer's orders
now, since he has given up the fight."

"No, we are not; and I am going on farther
to see what I can discover. If we do not do more
than punish some of these Tories and Indians
it will be something."
"Yes, so it will, and we ought to do it. There
are those Tories who stole the little boy. They
ought to be dealt with severely."
"I shall do so if I catch them, Bob," replied
Dick, and in a short time the Liberty Boy were
again on the march.
CHAPTER XII.-The Last of An Evil Life.
The Liberty Boys rode on at good speed, and
in an hour or so came up with some straggler s
from Johnson's army, Indians, Royal Green s,
Yagers and a few regulars, a most motley crowd.
Dick saw Zenas Stone and some' of his cronies
among the rest and did not wonder at it.
"They are a lot of laggards, the whole of
them," he said to Bob. "They would desert in
a moment if they were near a settlement where
they were not known."
The stragglers took fright at the sight of the
Liberty Boys and began to fall back in haste,
being only restrained from getting into a panic
by the efforts of the British regulars. These
rallied the rest and they began to show some
sort of front as the gallant boys came on.
"Forward, boys!" shouted Dick. "Down with
the rabble of marauders, scatter them in all directions!"
"Hurrah! liberty forever! Down with the
Tory ruffians and the red rascals! A way with
the foreign mercenaries!"
Then down upon the enemy bore the brave
fellows, facing a scattered fire as they went on.
They opened fire upon the Loyalists, Yagers,
regulars and redskins, and went on with a rush,
shouting their battle-cry and ~ring a rattling
pistol volley, which had great effect upon the
foe. Then, with cutlass and musket, they charged,
firing upon the Indians, whim they quickly routed,
and then upon the Yagers and · Royal Greens.
The Y agers were not u sed to this sort of
fighting, and they quickly retreated, the boys
then falling vigorously upon the Johnson Greens
and Rangers, driving them back vigorously. The
regulars tried to hold them together, but there
were not enough of them, and the regulars themselves were soon forced to retreat, the entire
body scattering in all directions, while the boys
gave a loud cheer and halted to reload and
prepare for another charge in case the enemy
should come on again.
"Murphy would have liked this," laughed Mark,
as the thought of the impetuous charge came
across him.
"So he would," declared Jack, "and there would
have been fewer of the rascals, if he had been
with us."
The rifleman had left them, however, going
back with the troops, and the boys did not see
him· again for a long time. He had been a
great help to the brave boys while he had been
with them, and they had given him a hearty
farewell when he had gone away, expressin(I
the hope that they would soon meet him again.
The boys were ready for the enemy if they came,
but they did n ot, ·making all h aste, appa rently,
to join the main body and .2'et to a ulace of
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safety. There wa s no sign of any of them returning, and at last Dick said:
.
"We will not see any mere of them, and there
is hardly any use of going after them. Johnson
will make all haste to get to Canada, and we
have done enough without going furth er. When
we are sure that there will be no more of •hem,
we will return to the fort a i1d ask fot· further
instructions."
The boys rested, therefore, Dick and JI.ob and
a few others going out in an hour or so to look
about them. They rode for some li t tle distance
without seeing any of the enemy, and wer e at
length ready to return, when Dick noticed an
old cabin ahead of them and said:
"It strikes me that there may be some one in
that place. Come ahead, Bob, and we will exa mine it."
The two boys went ahead, and presently, a:;
they neared the cabin, they heard voices. Dick
made a signal to Bob and dismounted. Bob did
t he same, and both boys went forward, caut iously. Dick had recognized, one of the voices
as that cf Zenas Stone, having a great memory
for such things. The boys went on, and presently
a man r an cut, the door being on the 'side, as
they approa ched t he place. Zenas ran after him
and shot him in the back, the man falling in a
heap a nd never moving.
"Hallo! you villain, up to your old tricks again!
are you?" cried Dick. "You deserve a hanging
for that." .
Zenas, seeing the two boys, turned and fled,
Dick and Bcb after him, and sign aling to the
others to come up. The ma n Zenas ha d shot was
una rmed, and it wa i:l nothing less than a murder,
probably not the first that the fellow Had committed. The boys gave chase, the To1·y taking
g ood care t o keep trees between himself and his
purs uers. Dick h a d satisfied himself with a
glan ce tha t the ot her man was dead, and t hen
kept on at a st eady run after the villain, B ob
at h is · side. Zena s t r ied to throw them off
and plunged into t he thicket, but the boys followed the t r ail without diffi culty, only hanging
back a little to allow the other s to come up.
"That fe llow has done th is thing once too
often ," declared Dick, ea rnestly, "and it has got
t o b e stopped."
"He ought to have been hanged years a~o,"
muttered Bob, "but h e'll get it now and justice
will be done."
" The fellow is only delaying his fate a bit,"
sputter ed Bob, "for he is sure to meet it and
cannot escape."
At length the t rail led up a steep slope in and
out among great b oulders and among huge trees,
which at t imes cast a twilight shade in the
woods, alt hot'gh t he. sun was shining brightly
over h ead. The boys pushed on till they came to
t he t op of the slope, and then ma de their way
rapidly on, Dick catching sight of the Tory at
a little distance, making his way toward a tumbling brook, which presently leaped from the
bank into a basin twenty feet below.
"He is making for the brook," said Bob.
"Yes, and there is a bridge over it," replied
Dick.
"He will get away from us."

"Perhaps not,'' muttered Dick.
The boys hurried on, Dick and Bob ·in the lean,
the others not far behind them. Zenas reac hei
the brook over which the1·e w a s a tree b1·id >e
and start~d across. Suddenly ther e w as a c1·a,?'. .
and the trunk was seen to b1'eak in t wo and drop
int o the stream. It was rotted through, but
Z~na s had not known of th is.
The man fell
i~to the water, but ma~aged to get hold of one
p iece of the broken bridge as it swept on. T he
boys reached the brook just as the man wa!'\
swept over the falls. Running to the edge of
the falls, Dick saw the man and the bit of t reetrunk suddenly thrown up on the bank, opposite,
the fellow being a pparently unhurt.
. "Come on, boys, we will get him yet!" cried
Dick.
There was a rough, winding path from t he
edge of the fall to the bank below, and Dick led
the way. now leaping, now sliding, but going
ahead all the time, Bob and the rest following
resolutely. Zenas h a d been thrown upon t he
opposite bank, and the boys could see him hurrying along, evidently afraid t ha t they would catch
h im, even if the brook w ere between them and
him. There was another fall s two or three hundred yards on , but h,ere the stream was divided
by a number of large stones, from one to another of which it was an easy jump.
"Come on, boys, we can get over here!" cried
Dick, leading the way.
Zenas saw the boys coming after him and made
every effort to escape, taking to the deeper woocl.s
and trying to throw them off the track. On
they went, and at length the man met wtih an
obstacle which he had not reckoned upon. He
had suddenly come upon a long stretch of ledge
rock, which arose like a wall right across his
p ath, extending for a considerable distance in
either direction. There were vines growing up
the face of the ledge, stout, vigorous vines. which
seemed able to sustain any weight, and the man
being at once to....climb up the face of the cliff by
on~of these. Suddenly there was a crash, a rattle of loose stones and ea rth and a lon g len gth
of vine was seen to have come loose from the
face of the ledge up which the man . was climbing. The man wa8' seen to fall and throw obt
his h~i:ids wildly to grasp anything that mi.go 1t
save 11110. The end of the broken vine whirled
around in the air like a whiplash and sudden1v
Bob utter a startled cry. The flying vine had
twisted itself about the J\lan's neck four or five . ·
t imes- a s it flew violently about, and Zenas was
suddenly caught up in his fall and hung suspended. Then he dropped a few yards but·
below the point where the vine had left t he
ledge it held firm ahd the man was left hanging
at the end of w hich he had thought was a means
of escape, 'But which had proved to be the cause
of his death.
The boys left him there and made their way
back to the camp. That day they went on th e
march and r eturned at lengt h to the fort. Here
they received orders to go elsewhere and lost no
time in obeying them.
Next week's issue will contain "THE LIBERTY BOYS' COURAGE or, BAFFLING A
BRITISH SPY."
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· CURRENT NEWS
CARLSBA D'S BOILING SPRINGS
Carlsbad, Czecho-Slo vakia, the famous health
resort, is built on a crust, underneath which is a
subterranea n lake of boiling water, and all the hot
sulphur springs have to be ceaselessly watched
and the pressure kept down lest the town be destroyed.
RECORD SILVER DEPOSIT IN ALASK
Congressio nal Delegate Dan Sutherland , who
has just arrived at Anchorage , Alaska, reports .a
seventy-two foot ledge of silver lead ore has been
-{jiscovered at Copper Mountain, near Mount McKinley. It is said to carry values up to $400 a
ton and to be one of th~ greatest lode deposits
in the history of Alaska.
A group of twenty-thr ee claims was bonded bv
the discoverers , A. M. Grant and Frank Giles, to
J . .J. Price and Tom Aitken.
TAKES

1,100-MIL E TR!Il; 20 MILES TO
GALLON
Averaging twenty miles• to the gallon of gasoline and consuming only three quarts of .oil, H. H.
Beatty of Toledo, recently completed a 1,100-mile
vacation trip through Ohio, Indiana and Illinois

without any trouble of any character and without a tire change.
Accompany ing Mr. Beatty was his family, the
car carrying five passeng ers and 200 pounds of
luggage. The route lay over a hilly con~t~·y and
was made during the recent hot spell, dnvmg being done both day and night.
Mr. Beatty w as very enthuiastic over the performance of the car all thrQughout the entire trip
stating that it was the most economical and most
enjoyable vacation trip that he had ever had.
CYCLED 13,000 MILES
Clarence A. Ruggies of Atl.anta, Ga., had ma de
a motorcycle trip of l:J,000 miles when he pulled
into San Francisco the other day. He left Atlanta early in June, travell€d through twentytwo States, carried his blankets, change of clothing and camping outfit, rarely spent a night under
a roof on the whole trip, and 1 cent a mi1e covered his entire expense.
Ruggles, who is twenty-five years of age, took
the trip entirely for pleasure, and was untrammelled in the choice of hi ghways, for he followed
fifteen in alL They led him through Chicago, St.
Louis, Kansas City, Denver, Salt Lake, Seattle
and thence down the coast.
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firmly. "If they di.re to try to arrest either of us
we will fight. If they are determined to make
outlaws of us, let them."
Jack's · eyes filled with tears, and he looked at
-ORTom earnestly.
"Kid, you are the best friend I ever had in my
A BOY OF THE RIGHT KIND
life. I never will forg et you and what you have
done for me. If we can get West or to some distant point we will be all :tight. I want a chance
By RALPH MORTON
to make a start in life."
"And we are both of u s going to have it," said
Tom, firmly. "We have that hundred dollar s
that e got as reward for saving the train from
(A SERI AL ST ORY)
the rain bandits. That is a little start. I suggest that we take it and pay our fare to the Far
CHAPTER XIII.
West to-morrow."
"I guess that would be the best thing we could
Jack Has An Idea.
do."
Tom Oti_s was wise e"iiough in the ways of the
The words had barely left Jack's lips when
world to know that this officious country consta- they hea rd a shout behind them. The constable
ble was exceeding his authority in trying to com- was seen running toward them with a paper in
' ) el them t o establish their identity. But he a lso his hand. J ack was about to start t o run, say1"f alizecl that he and Jack were in danger becau se
there was really a probability t hat Jack might ing:
"The confounded old fo ol has found the de1 e r ecognized as a crook whom the New York scription. I am a goner."
police were looking for.
But Tom grabbed him and held .him.
Descr iptions of crooks were often sent to coun"Hold on, Jack. I don't believe it."
try con stables by the city police. It was possible
Jack waited until the ~ onstable came up. Both
that t he const able might r ecognize Jack as t a lly- boys wer e relieved to see that it was a false
ing wit h some such description.
alarm. The officious constable held up a p aper on
Tom kept h is h ead well, though · he was very which was
·written a telegram. After he r ead it,
angry.
said:
" My name is Tom Otis, and I hail from Wei- he"They
have caught the robbers of the Riverdale
la ir , this State," he said calmly. "This is my
I want to express my regrets tha t I su sfri end J ohn H aley, who is from New York. Does Bank.
pected you. Come up t o the tavern and have a
that satisfy you?"
•
T he constable kept sharply looking at the two drink."
Of course the boys were grea tly relieved. The
yout hs. Just then the landlord came out, and
constable p r ofusely made apologies, and -others
spoke sha rply :
" What are you doing, Hinkey? Those boys are who followed him did the same. The danger was
guests at my hotel. They are not crooks and I all over now, and Jack d rew a breath of relief
object to your treating guests of my house as and looked eloquent ly at Tom.
That ended the trouble and the two boys spent
such." ,
Tom could have blessed the landlord. The con- the night at the tavern and enjoyed s ome g ood
food and in consequence felt much better. F or
stable bit off a crew of toba cco, and retorted:
"I r eckon I know my business, Tim Burns. The the next t wo days they journeyed without incifact that they are stopping at your hotel don't dent on their way t owa1·d the western part of the
m ake saints of them. I am not so sure that they Sta te a nd a t last r eached Buffalo.
They ha d ca refully conserved their money and
a re what they say_..they are."
"Better iook us up then," sa id T om, bluffing the there was but little of t heir hundred dollars gone.
fellow. "I guess you will learn easily enough. But, of course, the y wen~ not a s yet far on their
way to their ultimate destination.
You are a clever thief-taker, you are."
They stopped in Buffalo at a lodging h ou se a nd
This brought a laugh from the natives, who
were gathered about. The constable was certain- Tom looked about the city to see if he could get
ly g~tting the worst of it, and he turned away a job. Jack also went out, and the second day
he came in and said :
with a growl:
"I've hit it, kid I I have struck graft, all right.
"Waal, I am going to look up my list of descript ions and if I find that they tally there will Say, we will make all kinds .of money if I kin put
the job over." .
be an a rrest."
Tom looked at his partner with quest ioning
With that he walked away. Jack paled a little
as he heard this, for it was what he feared. Tom, eyes.
" Well, J ack, what is it? Have you struck
however, thanked the landlord for taking his
part, and he and Jack walked down the street a gold mine?"
"I reckon it won't be so far from that, kid, if I
ways.
kin make it," replied the pug . "Let me tell you
Jack was nervous, and said :
"I t ell you, Tom, I have got to get ou.t of here. about it."
With t hat J ack pulled off h is coat and showed
It 1s sure he will find a descript ion of me from
the New York police . and he will jug me. That tha t · he 11 a d donned a sleeveless rowing shirt, and
is what a fellow gets for having done wrong once his muscles bulged h ard a nd f ull as he rolled his
biceps up.
i r his life."
( T o be continued.)
"You w •ll stay right here, Jack," said Tom.
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ITEMS OF INTEREST
ALLIGATOR IN· COAL PILE
A re>aniing alligator gave Frank Childs, Negro
porter at a barber shop, Waukega, Ill., an opportunity to reflect on his past life, recently. In the
semi-darkness of the basement Childs saw a
snake-like head and body rise up from the coal
pile. He rubbed his hand across his bulging eyes.
"Lo1·dy, Lordy!" he cried, "spare me dis time
and ah'll nevah touch a drop ob moonshine ag'in."
Childs, a former pugilist, who is credited with
having knocked down J ack John so!1, former
hea"' yweight champion, and battled other noted
pugs, finally traced the outlines of the creature
and his fear;; subsided. The presence of the alligator is a mystery.
RAT GNAWS PIPE
City Hall plumbers, Denve·r, Col., have learned
a thing or two about poisoned rats.
In their search for a leak that was causing a
s~all flood in the basement the plumbers di scovered a hole six inches long in a two-inch lead pipe
in a closet on the main floor. By the side of the
pipe lay a poisoned rat. The pipe had been
gnawed through by the rat in its frantic endeavor
to obtain water after feed ing on ·at poison.
Those who know informed the plumbers that
the first thing a rat does after taking poison is
to look around for water. The wallop of the
story is the assumption that the rat heard the
water trickling through the pipe and gnawed
through the lead to get it.
FIFTH A VENUE ON TOES FOR
.,.
YANKS BET
Part of the police force of the city got ki ssed
in the performance of its duty recently. That
was because a chorus girl was concerned. She
was Miss Nellie Breen of "The Passing Show of
1922," who bravely clenched her teeth, powdered
her nose and went through the payment of her
wager on the Yankees, by walking on her toes
for a block along Fifth avenue, in front of the
Public Library. All reading was suspended in the
library while she tt;etered along in Winter Warden attire, but the li<ftls on the front porch maintained their bored air.
Policeman John Menkin of Traffic A surged
through the crowd, whispered something to Mi ss
Breen, which was interpreted to be an injunction
to go home and get more warmly wrapped up.
But before going Mi ss Breen threw .her arms
around Menkin and kissed him for those sweet
words while several cameramen strained their
wrists trying to immortalize it in celluloid.
WALKS

· INDI ANS IN A RACE WITH DUCKS FOR
RICE
Hahnoh-min, the wild rice of the North, the Indian's grain for winter consumption, is ripe. ·word
has passed from buck to squaw or reverse that
the crop this year is not a large one. Garnai·ing
must proceed rapidly, for ·great hungry flocks of
wild ducks shortly will descend on the vast rice
field s and batter down the rice to the last stern,
which they strip clean of kernels. ,

By day, _and under the full moon, the squaws
are searchmg the lagoons of the muskrat coun·try for rice hds. Certain localities are known to
have rice beds and other localities breed the rice
over-year. Where no rice was found last year
'
it will be found this year.
The crop is gathered to-day as · it was in the
days of Hiawatha and of Minnehaha. Canoes are
piloted through miles of rice beds. The rice is
either snipped off on the stem, or pulled from the
water. T aken into the canoe, it is dislodged from
the stem by beating with a patldle. Thus a
canoe w_ill be loa~ed _in .a day. The hulling is done
by beatmg the rice m its shell, and while it is yet
hot, it is treaded by moccasined feet.
~Vil~ rice is . a tall acquatic perennial grass
(Z1zama aqu atiea ) of North America and of
Asia. It has ample panicles, bearing pistillate
flowers above and staminates below. Its grain,
or seed, has been used by the Indians for food
since time out of memory.
. Wild rice is for sa~e a_t principal .groce.ry stores
m the North. The nee 1s bought at trading posts
direct ·fro_m Indians or from traders who get it
from Inchans. The work of gathering the rice
is so tedious that few white people attempt it.
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A Strange Customer
By D. W. STEVENS
"Believe me, madam, I think you put too much
belief in these letters."
The lady's only reply was a quiet shake of the
head and a contemptuous smile.
~ Her father, Captain Fairlight, had come of a
good family, and was well off. He was not a bad
sort of man, but he had two great failings-drink
and the turf. Nothing could keep him from either
one 01· the other. If anything could have done so,
it would have been his little daughter Effie-the
lady I have mentioned; but she had not the power,
poor child-she was too young. She was scarcely
fifteen when he died.
One morning the captain started for the Derby.
He was then worth at least ten thousand pounds.
On his retprn home he was very much the worse
for liquor, to say the least of it, and was a
beggar. .
For a few days he was hurrying from place to
place trying to raise money.
Then came a very ugly affair. Two forged bills
were presented and paid at a bank. The supposed
acceptors repudiated them. The drawer was
Captain Fairlight, but he repudiated them. I was
put onto the work, and I managed to prove the
captain's innocence. The plant ha d evidently
·;been made by some of the betting men, who,
knowing all the parties, had been able to work
the thing thoroughly. The man suspected was
Tom In,gledew. Why he was suspected more than
some others I can mention I cannot make out,
unless it was that he suddenly disappeared.
Captain Fairlight was almost delirious with delight, drank deeply, returned home and fell dead.
But the girl Effie Fairlight, his daughterwhat was to become of her?
She did not let the grass grow under her feet,
but off she went to Madame Barne!, who had one
of the finest .millinery establishments in the West
End, and where her father had spent many
pounds for herself and mother. She saw madame,
and after telling her all, asked for an engagement as a needlewoman. She was taken on, and
proved herself so clever with the .needle that soon
she became a kind of forewoman-much to the
hor,ror of her proud relations-and later on manageress.
Madame Barne! died. A year a~terward Effie
married old Monsieur Barnel-a man four times
her age. He died, and she became the absolute
mistress of one of the most lucrative businesses
of the West End.
.
Such was the lady it was my business to call
upon, and who had placed in my hands some
anonymous letters of a very unpleasant nature.
' "Tell me, madam," said I, "the story of your
second marriage"-for she had been caught by a
wily American.
"There is nothing much to tell," she said,
shrugging her shouders. "Mr. Lytton had letters
of introduction to me from America, and, strangely enough, as they were purely business letters,
ca lled with them at my rivate house in - st;·2et, instead of my business place.

" 'I beg your pardon,' h"'e said, 'but my excuse
must be that I am in a hurry. J have to start·
for Manchester to-night on a large cotton transaction.'
"Of course I excused him. The order was a
good one, and I accepted it gladly. It was executed, and the cash paid at once. More orders
came through the same source, and all payments
were regularly met. This naturally threw me a
great deal in the way of Mr. Lytton. I-well, I
suppose I loved him. I was lonely, and when he
proposed I married him.''
"Now, my dear madam,'' I said quietly, "I
know when you married you had every penny of
your money fixed down upon yourself. I know
that you are a thorough woman of business, and
I speak to you now in that capacity. Do you think
your husband had anything to do with that forged
bill?"
"No, no-I do not, ·but I think some of his people have. I don't know his relations or connections. Remember tha't he came from America, a
stranger to me. I don't know why-I was all
alone, and "I married the man. I suppose I did a
foolish thing.''
"But let me thoroughly understand what you
want.
Firstly, you want those forged bills
traced?"
"No, these letters. They ·must be seen to beft>re an¥thing. I will have them explained.''
"Now these letters have come all within three
months?"
"Yes.''
"And do you not suspect any one?"
She hesitated, and I saw that she did. Here
was my first clue. I was convinced of that, and so
I pressed the point.
"Well, I do not know. A lady~an American
lady-has called several times at my place of business and given large orders, all ' of which have
been executed and duly paid for. Still I doubt
her.''
·
"Good. Now the name of this lady whom you
suspect of complicity with your husband?"
"I said not complicity. I do not know even· if
he knows her.''
"Then why do you suspect her?"
"Because she is always tryin.to be invited to
my house, and has several «mes invited me to
hers; but I have a dread of the woman. Miss
Lydia Lightfoot is her name. She writes such
gushing letters.''
"Oh, you have some letters?"
"Her excuse for desiring this friendship is that
she has no friends in England.''
"Can you let me see a letter?" She drew one
from her pocket and I compared it with the anonymous letter and the forged bills. Certainly
there was not a bit of resemblance in them. So
the.re was no clue.
"May I mutilate this letter?"
"Yes.''
I carefully cut off the signature, then divided
the sheet of note-paper so that the address was
gone, and then handed the fragment back to Mrs.
Lytton, telling her to drop it carelessly in some
place where her husband could find it, and see if
he appeared to recognize the writing. If he did,
and demanded to know who the writer was, she
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wa s to say an old school-fellow who had gone
abroad.
She left, but the next morning she was in my
office again. The bait had taken. He had found
the piece, of letter, and had at first seemed greatly startled, not to say annoyed. He had asked
who the writer was, and having. received the answer I had instructed to be given had carelessly
muttered something about "girls write much rot,"
tore the letter up, and threw the pieces away.
"Your suspicions are right. This lady is the
anonymous letter-writer-or, rather, the cause of
its being written. You must a sk her to dine with
you to-day."
•
And so the arrangement was made, and in the
evening I found myself at Mrs. Lytton's and was
introduced to her husband, a handsome fellow,
but with an unpleasant look in his eyes. But
what :;truck me most was that I had seen him
scm ~·,.., here before, but where I could not tell.
Presently Miss Lydia Lightfoot arrived-a
beautiful woman-dressed in the height of fashion. Mrs. Lytton at once introduced her to Mr.
Lytton, and I watched the introduction from the
conservatory.
The dinner was a quiet one, and during its
course I found an opportunity to ask Mr. Lytton if he we1·e American born.
"I guess so," he answered. "I hail from Boston."
,
After dfuner Miss Lightfoot strolled out into
the g::irden, and Lytton followed her. I shadowed
him at a little distance. I saw Lytton conversing
with Miss Lightfoot.
"You are alone, George?" she said.
"Yes, you see I am. \¥ hat do you want, Maud
Cameron?"
"What I thought would have been the last thing
I should want-justice."
"Bah! Don't speak in riddles, but out with the
truth."
"Then let me sit down by your side and listen
patiently. You had better, and so I warn you.
I'd drop a bullet into a man who offended me, as
freely in this country as I would at 'Frisco--although there ain't any freedom here."
"I know you, and I will listen."
'"Well, when you came down to Sacramento
with Handsome Charlie Carner n, as we used to
call him, you put up at my father's hotel and did
the bounce. You made love to me, but I took to
Charlie, and we married."
"I know that. You jilted me."
"Nothing of the kind. I told you straight out
I loved Charlie. Still you kept on at the hotel
until you had spent all your money, drinking and
gambling--"
"You need not remind me of the fool that I
made of myself."
"Perhaps not. Then my husband, Charlie, told
my father and myself all your history.''
"Blame him!"
"Hold on there! I won't have Charlie blamed.
Well, time went on, and the hotel came to smash.
So we all went up to the mines of Nevada. You
w"uld do but little work, but we all worked hard
and made a good pile, and back we came to Sacramento.
·
"Then Charlie found out that Captain Fairlillht. whose name vou had forl!"ed. was dead. and

that his daughter-then a widow-had 0aone into ·
business and made a fortune-a big one. So
Charlie hit upon the plan that you should come
over here and pretend to be a mercantile traveler.
You were to consign us goods; we would pay for
them regularly for some time, and then you were
to forge bills on her, get a tremendous lot of
goods on credit and then be off."
"The greater part of the agreement I kept."
"No, you didn't. You snapped up the widow
and stopped the speculation."
I saw the two walk away, and then I slipped
back to the house, where I knew Mrs. Lytton
awaited me.
I told her all. She was calm-terribly calm.
"That door," she said, pointing to a little side
door, "leads into my bourdoir. Stay; I'll lock it
on this side. You can lock your own door. Listen to all that passes." .
The next moment she was gone and I was alone.
I heard her enter her boudoir and ring· for her
maid, whom she desired to tell Miss Lightfoot
that as Mrs. Lytton did not feel well she had retired to her boudoir, where she would be glad to
see her guest.
/
But I had not Jong to think, for Miss Lightfoot came tripping up the stairs humming a tune.
"My dear Mrs. Lytton, you distress me by this
sudden illness. Is it a headache?"
"I have received a number of anonymous letters concerning my husband. Where did they
come from? Speak truly, and I will not ·only prevent you and your husband being punished, but I
will reward you."
"Well, then, as the game is up, I may as well
round on Tom Ingledew. The cur woµld split
upon u s, I know. These letters were written b;y
my instructions. We believed tnat you would
show them to your husband and help us to intimidate him."
"And the forged bills?"
"Oh, he stood in witl;t'them _!" and here, with the
greatest coolness, the woman related the different
plots which Tom Ingledew had planned and performed.
"Enough-enough!" said Mrs. Lytton, with evident disgust. "Here is money for you. Bah! I
hear the fellow's footsteps on the stairs. Go!
Take care he does not see you. Remember, you
must leave England, never to return."
She ~d gone, and presently I heard Mr. Lytton, who had gone into the library, coming hastily upstairs.
"What is the meaning of this, madam? Where
are the guests gone?"
"I dismissed them."
"Am I not your husband?"
"Unfortunately, yes, but not my master,
Thomas Ingledew."
"Hold!" She crossed to the door of my room
and tapped. "Mr. Gerval, come in."
"It's all up, Torn Ingledew," I said. "I heard
all your conversation with Mrs. Cameron. . You
are done for."
But Mrs. Lytton did not care to have her husband dragged into the papers; but the punishment she inflicted on the unhappy wretch was almost· worse than imprisonment-at least I should
think so.
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INTERESTING ARTICLES
A DESERT IN THE SEA
In the South Pacific, west of Patagonia, there
is a sea desert which contains so few forms of
marine life that it is claimed whales and sharks
frequently dh of hunger before they find their
way out.
LARGEST BUTTON COLLECTION
Frank Peterson cf Fryeburg, Me., who has followed the sea for .twenty-nine years, has a collection of 1>0,000 buttons, no two of whiCh are
alike either in size or shape. One was on the uniform which was worn by Lord Nelson at the
Battle of Trafalgar.

DIAMONDS OF THE WORLD ARE BEING
CORNERED
Somebody is cornering the diamond supply of
the world, according to . British importers. All
over the world the best and largest diamonds are
vanishing and London dealers are scouring the
Continent in the attempt to obtain stones to satisfy the demand which has suddenly sprung up
for the finest gems. But they have small success
for a mysterious shortage exists at a time of unprecedented demand.
' "Diamonds will soon become the currency of
the world if money continues to depreciate at the
rate of the last few months," one dealer said ':ecently. "Rich Americans are buying all the stones
tht:y can secure. There is an unlimited demand
for two grainers up to the six grainers from
America, and Japan is buying Ja1·gely. Fine
small stones are also very scarce.
"The Germans are hanging on to their diamonds like grim death. They will not sell at any
price and regard their diamonds as the ohly real
security left them. The s pirit obtains in other
countries."

LAuGHS
Willie-Paw, what is dollar diplomacy?
Marking an a.r ticle 98 cent s, my son.

Paw-

Teacher-What little boy can tell me where the
home of the swallow is'? Small Boy-Is it the
stummick?
Wife-In a battle of tongues a woman can hold
her own. Husband-M-yes, p'r'aps s he can; but
she never does.

.
THE HOMECOMING TURTLE
For several years a turtle, although owing to
"Remember, my son, that bea uty is. only skin
damage done it was removed several miles from deep," warned the Sage. "That's deep enough
Milford, N. J., had been coming back to a tomato for me," replied the young man. "I'm no canni"patch in that city. Scientists ):>ecame interested bal."
and it was taken several miles beyond the Delaware River. After four years it was again found
Mrs. Wyse-There are times when I wish I
among the tomato plants.
were a man. Her Husband-vVell, when, for instance? Mrs. Wyse--When I pass a milliner's
w!ndow a!1~ think how happy I could make my
GYPSY SEERESS IS JAILED
For ways that are dark the 4eathen Chinee has wife by g1vmg her a new hat.
nothing on the gypsy fortune-teller, if you will
"Did youse git anything?" whispered the burgask Mrs. Fannie Sternberg, of 165 East 112th
lar on guard as his pal emerged from the wini;treet.
One day last March Mrs. Diana Mort, garbed dow. "Naw, de folks wot lives here is a lawyer"
in the costume of the normad seeress, called at replied the other in disgu st. "Dat's hard luck'"
'
the Sternbrg apartment. Mrs. Sternberg ·con- said the first ! "did youse lose anything?"
sented to have her palm .read.
They were newsboys and had strnyed into the
"I see by this short line beneath your index
finger," said the gypsy, "that your husband is in Art Museum. At the moment they were standing before the Winged Victory of Samothrace
love with a nother woman."
"Oh," said Mrs. Sternberg. "Tell me, and let "Say, Bill, what's that?" asked one of them in a~
awed whisper. "Aw, I dunno," replied the other
me at her!"
·
For $26 in cash a11d two diamond rings valued "Some saint wid his block knocked off."
at $300 the fortune teller finally consented to divulge a name and ~~dre s s. Both, on later investiThe school-teacher was in the habit of writing
gation, proved fictitiou s, Mrs. Sternberg says.
instructions ·to t he janitor on the blackboard, so
The other morning Mrs. Sternberg met the that he would see them when he came to clean the
gypsy on the street ~nd had her haled before Mag- room. One evening he saw on the board: "Find
istrate Oberwager in Harlem Court. He held her the greatest common divisor." For a moment he
in $1 000 bail for alll:!pe<l grand larceny. The seer- started at it, a nd then exclaimed : "Hullo! Is
eu w'ent t.o a cell wit!. her baby in her arms.
that old thin.I{ lost ag'ini~
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GOOD READING
ODDITIES

OF LIFE AT EXTREME
ALTITUDES
In a recent expedition to Peru, Mr. Joseph
Barcroft of the University of Cambridge did
some exploring in the higher Andes and made
some interesting discoveries, which are told in the
British Medical Journal.
At 12,000 feet cows gave milk; at 13,000 feet
they g ave littJ ~ or none. At 15,000 feet ther e we1'e
no cows. At 11,000 feet fle as disappeared, though
lice r emained so long a s the re were human beings.
At t hese heights men have live d fo r many generation s, having become acclimatized to the rar efied air. Many of them lived in chimneyless and
windowless houses ; they had a purely communal
system of government, and some of their customs
would hardly appeal to more civilized races.
Wh en a native was very ill, for instance, the date
of his fun eral was fixed without r eference· to his
convenien ce, and an official saw to it that he was
1·eady t o keep the appointment.
it was r emarkable what -loads the people were
ab:e t o carry at these altitudes. A boy of about
th irteen would carry from the interior of a mine
a burden of 40 pounds, ascending a staircase with
it fr om a point 250 fe et below, while a full-g r own
man could carry a hund red pounds of Jlletal, yet
the E uropean wa s out of breath if he carried his
coat up a slight incline.

STARS 10,000 TIMES BRIGHTER THA N THE
SUN
.'\.mong the discoveries made by the Harvard
Observatory fo r ce at its station in Arequipa,
Peru, in the last summer, is the measurements of
the distance and size -0f the Large Magellanic
Cloud-a cloud-like group of sta rs and nebulre
visible from the Southern Hemisphere and resembling in appearance the Milky Way. Two
thousand new nebulre have been discovered, several variable stars and one new star, Hundreds
of the stars are 10,000 t imes brighter than the
sun.
This Magellanic Cloud, which is believed to be
a sort of small universe in itself, separate from
the Milky Way syst \!m of st a r s, of which our own
solar sy st em is a compar atively infinitesimal part,
proves to be of st a ggering dimensions. Its distance from the earth, while not the greatest ever
measured by astronomers , is so immense as to be
almost beyond human power s of comprehension,
being 110,000 light-years. A light-year is six
trillion miles, t he distance traveled in a year 's
time by light , which covers 186,000 miles in a
.single s econd.
The linear diameter of the Cloud has been
found to be about 15,000 light-years. This is deter mined by finding the distance, which observers
work out by complicated methods involving spectroscopic studies, and then measui:-ing the appa;:ent size of the Cloud as it appears on photogrii.phic plates made at Arequi a.
Photometric measures of the stars in the Lareg

Magellanic Cloud make it possible, now that their
distanci is known, to find their actual candle
power. This w ork still is in progress at Harva rd,
but pre iminary i;esults would seem to show that
the Could contains many stars which are actually
far brighter than any we have yet found in our
stellar system, although they appear very faint o:u
account of their immense distance.

EATING WOOD
In several places on the north coa st of Siberia
the natives eat wood, not because they must but
becau s~ they like it, says the Lancet (London).
Wood is gen erally eaten even when fish is plentiful, their favorite dish bein g prepared by scr aping off thin layers immediately under the bark of
larch logs, chopping them fine and boiling them
up with snow.
It gener ally turns out that diet~tic habits
which at first sight seem curious have a rational
basis. '.f~e virtue~ of cod liver oil no longer rest
on empirical experience and a vague idea that its
efficiency was propo r tional to its nastiness · the
reputation of fre sh vegetables was gained i~ the
days before the Dutch taught us to grow turnips
and hardy cabbages, and when something like
scu~vey was an annual experience of the early
spring.
It is interesting to guess the reason for woodeating. The cellulose which forms so large a part
of a herbivorous diet is now r ecognized as being
a subsidiar y source of energy through the fatty
aciqs produced in the stomach and bowels by cellulose-splitting bacteria. But the modified . forms
of cellulose which form the mass of tree trunks
are hardly attacked by the bacteria of the alimentary canal. It is possible that the Siberians
have by p r actice and habit so altered their intestinal flora that they can deal with lignin with advantage, but this seems a troublesome way of getting energy when fish and milk are available, and
·it a ppears hardly likely that the explanation of
wood-eating lies along these lines.
But if the habit suggests at the mome.nt no
ratio nale, it is cur ious to note that it fa1:,, in line
with the tastes of some other animals. The fondness of r abbit s fqr bar k and the immediately subjacent tissues is well known. It is, perh aps, worth
not ing, too, that these same invalua ble experimental animals are peculiarly fond of h ard, woody
leaves-as, for example, holly, gorse or hawthorn, and sometimes seem a ctually to prefer
them to cabbage or milk thistle. Ponies a lso a re
apt to be p ossessed of a devil or some curiou s
appetite, and will set to work on big for2st t rees
and kill them by cleanin g off the bark and conp ucting tissues down to fhe hard wood. These
and other ex amples of similar tastes sugge st that
ther e is something p articularly good in the outer
layer $ of trees, and it is n atural to think that it
probably -r e es in the yo-u:fig ~onducting tissu<1s
rather than irt the outer bark. Of its prec~e nature it is· i ]le t o speculate.
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3RIE F BUT POIN TED
Cv ,; DID NOT DIE
Wanderi ng uom a field at Third and Booth
8treets, Chester, Pa._, late one night, a cow was
struck by an automob ile bearing a Delawar e
license tag. The bovine .g ave a gasp, rolled about
for a few seconds and tnen become rigid. From
all appeanm ces the animal w:is dea<l at least that
was tne opinion of the autoist, and i1e telephon ed
to police ·headqua rte!'S.
~ Patrol Driver Denmark and Len Miller hurried
· to the scene with the police patrol, taking with
them a upply of rope with the intention of removing the carcass.
"That cow's not dead," said a youngst er attracted to the scene. Then the off..cers produced
a red lantern, the cow opened its eyes and struggled to its feet with the instinct of a bull when it
sees a red flag.
Miller and l)enmark jumped to one side and before they could recover from . their surprise , the
cow had made its way to the field and tearing oft' like mad. A half-hou r search failed to reveal any trace of it.

ORIGIN OF HAWAI IAN RACE
.I nformati on which may throw valuable light on
the mystery which su rroun ds the origin of the
Hawaiia n race was obtained in explorat ion s on
the Na Pall side of the island Kauai by a party
of scientist s under the direction of Di-. H. E.
Gregory , of the Bishop Museum , it was revealed
when the party returned to Honolulu .
The finest type of tenacin g for agricultu re in
the Hawaiia n I slands was found in the valleys on
Kauai and the irrigatio n system displaye d great
engineer ing skill on the part of the early Hawaiians who lived there, Dr. Gregory said. A prow
of an ancient outrigge r cauoe was found in one
of the caves high upon a cliff. The prow contained three skulls which, on first examina tion, ·
appeared to belong to rnme race other than the
Hawaiia n, probably to a race originall y more to
tile south. The skulls may hold the secret of the
origin of the Hawaiia ns, Dr. Gregory said.
Accordin g to ancient Hawaiia n legends, the
people of the Nualala and Kalalau valleys -the
scene of the recent explora tions-w ere the only
ones in the ·i slands who were not mastered by
Kameha meha the Great when he united the archipelago into a kingdom . The only entrance s to
the isolated valleys are up ladders or on narrow
trails and it was easy for the inhabita nts to repel attempte d invasion s.

recting the slaughte r of the children in Bethlehem, a s narrateo by Matthew , in a vain effort to
kill the Christ child who had been describe d by
the wise men as the "King of the Jews."
"The interesti ng part is that the fathet·,'' Dr.
Fisher wrote, "Phallio n, was killed in fhis disti·ict
during a battle with Pompey, and his son, Antiochus, was supposed to have died here some time
later. The di scovery of hi.;; cofiin in our cemetery
proved this point beyond a doubt. So far as l
know this is the first sarcopha gus of the Henodian family that has been found."
Dr. Gordon a lso announc ed that Dr. Fisher had
found in deeper levels of occupati on the fil'st
known sarcopha gi of the Philistin es. Readers of
the Bible will recall that they defeated King Saul
on Mount Gilboa, which overshad ows the ancient
fortre ss city, and, cutting off his head, hauled his
body to the city walls.
Levels of six cities so far have been found at
Beth-Sh an, Dr. Gordon declared , while more are
known to be below. The site is said to have been
occupied for a longer continuo us period than any
other place of human h a bitation. It was also the
most fought-o ver spot in the world, since it sel'ves
as the gateway between Mesopot amia and Egyp t
and was ne~essary to the conquest of Palestin e.

BIRDS DA SH TO DEATH AGAIN ST LIGHTHOUSE S
Myriads of migrato ry birds, now desertin g
summer homes and turning south in a race
against winter, are sure victims within the next
month of lighthou se towers and beacons a long the
Pacific Coast.
These lights, scattered from Alaska to Mexico
each autumn lure thousand s of winged creature~
to dash themselv es against the· walls, the grating
protectin g the glass or to flutter in the glare until they fall exhauste d into the sea.
Wild geese and ducks shun the luminou s beacons and are seldom victims of the tat! towers
but gulls, loons, terns and pelicans hiwe the curi~
ous habit of investig ating the lighthou se flashes.
The smaller birds flying at night in large flocks
suffer the greatest losses. Kingbird s, pewees
larks and blackbir ds are picked up by the bushei
during the a utumn flight.
Sparrow s, robins
wa1·blers, thru shes and bluebird s linger in th~
rays of the acetylen e lights until, exhauste d or
dashed by winds, they fall into the waves.
Many methods for safeguar ding the treveller s
have been recomma nded. The r.rew at the light
TOMB OF HEROD 'S COUSIN FOUND
on Tatoosh I sland, near the entrance
- The nearest approach to unearthi ng contemp o- Sound, has provided perches above and of Puget
below the
rary records of Christ was announced recently by lens. The birds alight on these and generall
y,
Dr. George Byron Gordon, director of the Mu~e after a few minutes' rest and investiga tion,
hurry
um of the Universi ty of Pennsylv ania.· The d1s- ·along southwa rd.
""very was made by Dr. Clarence Stanley Fisher, ·
It has been noted that birds are restless when
director of excavati ons at Beth-S,h an, in Pales- in the gla~ of white and blue colors,
hut when
tine.
exposed to a re(l. glare remain p erfectly motionThe discover y was the burial place of Anti- less.
ochus, the first cousin of H erod the Great. AnThe ultimate u se of radio compass stations intioc hus in all probabil ity, Dr. Gordon asserted , stead of lights will guard against this annual
was one of the men charged by Herod with di- self-dP.s truction of\ birds.
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:WI Free Course Offer Coupon ·
:: Chief Draftsman Dobe

=

4001 Broadway, Div. ~477

•

Chicago
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: mansh iP." and full particulars of your
l!!l liberal 'Personal lnst!'l1ction" offer

-

to a few students. It is understoo-:!.
11 1 am obligated in no
Rl
\<'ay whatever. _ _ _ _.,

..
a
l!l!I

s

&--- ----·- ------ ------ AdJrus - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Earn While Leaming
You can be earning a handsom~ income while learning at home. This is a special
offer I am making. Absolutely no obligatiuns of
any kind in sending coupon. But you must write
at once, as I limit the number of my students.

·Mail the.FREE Coupo n
---

at once

my
book-"Suc c•••fal Draft•m11n •hip, "also listfor
of open

ooclltion1 and for the free ofl'er to be eaJ-nina aood money a&
once while learning at home. Thia oifer la limited
and in ordd

to beneftt therebJ' - •ct at once.

Chief Draftsman Bobe

4001 Broadway , Dlv.1477

Chicago, DJ.

COLOR OF
GROUND
EFFECTS
PLANTS
Some
cu rious
experimen ts as to
the
effect
of
color of t he soil
were recently described in the
French
journal
La Traction Modernc, and quoted
in the Scientific
American. These
experiments were
made in a vineyard. T he surface of the soil
was lightly covered with reinforced concrete, <i
suit.able space being left vacant
arounfl each vine
stock. One-third
of thi s concre•~cl
surface was
pidnted white, another third ochre
red. and the remainder
black;
the results were
very remarkable,
since in those
plots which had
been painfed red
and black the
vines were twice
as vigorous as on
the white plots.
The reason for
this is that the
temperature
of
the ground is considerably higher
in those areas
·having either a
red or a black
color, and this
increase of temnerature has an
immediate effect
u non the growth.
of the pl ants.
These studies
throw light on
.the suneriority of
the soil of certain
territorv, such a s
t he black earth in
Morocco. It has
been n oted, too,
t hat the earth in
some of +.~t c best
grape-beari ng localities in t he
South of France
i s eit her reddish
or black, and t his
no longer appea 1s
a s a mere accident.

LI I I LE ADS
Write to Riker & King, Advertising Offices, 118 East 28th Street, N ew Y ork City,
or 29 East Madison Street, Chicago, for partic11 /ars ab out advertising in this magazine.

AGENTS

AG ENTS-900 an hour to adnTt:se and distribute
aamvlcs to consumer. W rite Q.ul ck f'o r terri tory and
:part.! culars. Am erican Products Co., 7925 Amcrlcau

Bldg. , Claclnnall. Ohio.
-MEN ' S- SH I RTS:Eascy~to _se
_l~l. ~B~lg -d~c-m_a_n~dc-eve-,-y,,.,µ-o.
Mak~

$15.00 dally. Undersell sLOrt=:s. Complete line.
Exc.u slve patterns. Free ::;·amplc.s. l ·HICAGO SHIRT
CO. , 9 So. Cllnton, F actory 243, Chicago.

FOR SALE

GOOD F ill. RM LANDS! Near hustling city In lower
Mld1 tgan . 20, 40. 80-acro tracts on y $10 to $ O dO .\'?l .
llal nn<.'e on long time. \Vrlte today !or FREE i i ustrat.cd booklet. SWIOAR'r LAND co., M · l 26S, First
National Bank Dtdg., Chicago.

HELP WANTED
B E A RA IL WAY TRAF F IC INSPECT OR ! $110 to $250
rnouthly, expenses palJ afte r S months' spare-lime
atuc.ly. Sple11Ukl opporumltl es. Position guaruntce<l or
money rduntlt:<l.
Write ror Free Bookl et CM-101.
Stand. Business Training Inst .. llutTalo. N. Y.
B E A DE T ECT I VE. Opportutilty for men and women
for s~ret inv esLl&a tlon in your district. 'Vrite C. T.
J,u tlwl~. 5'.!l Wes1over Blc.lg., Kan sas <'ity, M o.
EARN $20 week ly, SPARE TIME, AT ROME, addressing, mallini: mus.ic, circulars. Send lOc for music,
information, etc. .American Music Co., 1658 B'way, N. Y.
LADIES WANTED , and MEN, • to<r, to address en•elOPt!s und mall allrertlsing matter ab hom e for large
mall orclt>r firms. snare or whole tlmP , Can m&ke
$10 to $35 wkly , No capital or experience required.
Dook explains oyerythlng; send 10 cts. to oover postage,
et c. W11rd J-' ub. t 'o .. 'l'llto11 . :-i. H .
D ETEC TI VES EARN B IG MO NE Y. Great demand for
men o.nd women. Fasclnatlng work. Particulars free.
Writ e. Am eri can Detective System. 1968 B'way, 1'\. Y.

STa~r;,, ~~~~~g;t~.I ~~b !e~~~~T,i:,IL~~!Ng,::11~~~!~~

.Sprinkle, D ept. 73, Marlon. Indiana..

MANUSCRIPTS WANTED
STORI ES. -P O EM S , PLAYS, etc. , are wanted for publication. h\tbmlt MSS. or write Literary Bureau. 515
Hannibal, Mo.

STAMPS

100 DI FF ERENT l 5c. 200 35c. 500 950. 1.000 Rlnges
l Oc, tUustra.ted a.Tbum 75c. Dtmo packet list and 50%
avprovals on r eq11'est. .A.. J. Kommers, 159 E . Chicago
..Ave., Chicago, lit!.

PATENTS

PA TE NTS ! Trademark, Copyright lmt.rucUvo folder free.
Long experience as pa.tent sollcitor; prompt ad'f1ce.
Correspondence sollctted. R e!-!nlta procured.
Charges
reasonable. Metzger, Dept- D. 'W ashington, D. C.

P ERSONAL
ASTROLOGY-STARS T EL L LIFE ' S STORY.
Send
blrthdate and dime for trial reading. Eddy, Westport
St. , 83·78, Kansas City. Mo.
MAR RY Directory free. Ladles and Gentlemen write
for booklet. Strictly confidential. National .Aeency.
D eint.. A .. KAn !=U ('lty, lfo.
S IXT H A ND SE V EN TH BOOKS OF MOSES. Egyptian
seereta. Black art. o ther rare books. Catalor free.
Star Book Co.• Ull.22, 122 Federal Bt., Camden. N . ;r.
MARRY-MARRIAGE DIR ECTORY with photos and
descrlottons free. Pay when married. T he E:i:chan&e,
D ep t. 545. Kans•• City, Mo.

PERSONAL-Continu ed

MARRIAGE paper tree. B es t ever published. American
D ist..ributor, 628 Mt.__.o.
P.;_le::a·.;;••ccn::..t.,_,..;P:..a:;;._ _ _ _ _ __
WIDOW. 4-j,~vilt~ fa rm, wan ~s husband. K. Box 35,
LeaG'U e, To!edo, Ohio. _ _ _ _ _
~~~
WOU LO You- marry lady worth $80,000, p retty! Club,
_

___

0

Box 55, Oxford, }"'lori<la.

Too

FAT? No need druggi.-n-g_o_rst_•_
rv~l-ng_y_o_u_rs_e~lf,. ""F'°"o71"
low si mp!e eJf (re.11nu·nt. Uuarn •. teed . Get box Kore!u
any bu~y drugg-lsL or write for free brochure.
J( orcl n Co.. l'ID -370, S ta. ion X , l'\ew Yorke,
. - --,,.......,W HOM- SHOULD- YOU MAR RY? We~ -tell you. Send
SOc and birth llate to Char acter S . . udi ~ s. 1515 .MasonJo
Tcm1l!e. New York City.
tabul e~

LO N ESO M E=-Make- fri e1l:1s everywhere. many w ealthy.

l' a1 t...cu .ars for stamp. Smith K., Box 31 25, Portl.and,
Ore.
u
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trulhfuf, reliable, co nvin cing trial reatll.ng. Hazel
Hause. Box 215, Los .Angeles, CaUf.
I F- LONELY, write ])."o.:::ri"'s"'-..D=.a::.":o.n:.:..-1-0-G0~2-~S-t.-C~l~a,....lr,
Cl eveland, Ohio.
(Stamped envelope please).
MAR RY:
'fhousantJs congenial peo11le, wonh from
$1,000 to $50 .000 seeking <>arly rnnrrl:u!e , d <>!'cr\1J1lnn s.
vhotos, int.roducUons free. Seated. Eith er sex. Send
110 money. Address Slnndnrcl ('Or. ('J ub . c i1·rvslal{e, lll.
IF YOU WANT A W EALT H Y, LOV ING W IFE, write
Viol et nars. JJ t•nnlso n. Ohio. 1'~n closc st<u1111cd envelope.
BEST. LA OG EST MA TR IMONIA L CLU B In Country.
Establlsl!<'d 17 Years. 'fhousnncls \VeRlth y wlshin&
Early .M arriage. Confl.c1entla1, Free. The Old Rell11ble
rlub. M rs. \Yrubel. Rox 26, Oakl anct. Calif.
MA RR Y-Free photographs, directory and deacrlptlon1
of wea lthy m emb e rs. Pay wh en married. New P lan
ro .. Dept. 36, J(nnsas City. J..fo.
WO ULD you "rite a we althy, pretty girl? (stamp)
J,iJl!Jm S proul. Sta. H. C:levelancl. Oh1o.
HU ND~R EDS seek ingi maniage. If sincere enclose stamt>•
Mrs. F . \VIUard. 2928 Broadway, Chicago. Ill1nols.
IF REALLY LONELY, wrlt.e :Rotty Y.ee. Inc., 4254
Broadway, New York CltY. Send stamp. Don't for1et
to write!
W OUL D you marry m aiden worth $80,000, prett.Yf Club,
Box 55. O:i:ford, Florida..
I F LONESO ME exchange jolly letters with beauU Cul
Ja~~~~vtfi~~ ~~~l~§ta~~~~emen. Eva. l!oore, Box 908,
MAR.RY IF LONELY; "Homo · Malrer": hundreds rich;
oonftdentlal: rellnb ~e : ye1trs expert en<'f' : rlescrtpttons
free. "The Succeesful Club, " Box 556. Oak!Rnd , Calil.
G ET ACQU A INTED -Marry wen. Ladl es and gentl&m en everywhere will excb11.nge jolly letters. List frei.
Sunflower Club, Cimarron, Kansns.
WIDOW, 44, with farm home, wanta huaband. K , L Ji
85. League. Toledo. Ohio.

Yo

INSTRUCTIONS
PE NM A NSHIP taught; $1 monthly. Improvo your
handwrlUn1. Address Prince. Statton H, New York.

SONGWRITERS
W RIT E THE WORDS FO R A S ONG-We composo music.
Submit your poems to us at once. New York Melody
Corporation. 405 Fitzgerald Bldg., New York.

TOBACCO HABIT
TOBACCO or SnulT Habit cured or no pay.
$1 If
cured.
Remedy 1ent on trial.
S'uverba Co. PC,
Baltimore. lid.

Beautiful 10 Jewel
White Gold Filled Bracelet
Watch, adjusted, excellen t
time keeper, guaranteed 25
years. COSTS YOU N OTH I NG b y ou r plan. Send u s
y ou r name and addr ess
quickly. Fu ll details ot our
WATCH PLAN w ill be sent
to you lmmedlutely.
CRESCENT PRODUC T S COM PANY
611,621 Broa d way
RK
New York

THE LIBERTY BOYS OF '76

OUR TEN-CENT HAND BOOKS

- - LATEST ISSUES - -

Useful, Instructive and Amusing. They Contain
Valuable Information on Almost Every Subject

[0!)6 The Liberty Boys Guarding Washington; or, De·
feating a British Plot.
1097 " anti ,\lajur lJ:tY le: or. Worm Work In the Mcr.kJp11h11rg D i s trict.
Flt re;' Hun : or, Capturing n Clever Enemy .

lO!l8 "
JOI.Ill "
1100 "
• 101 "
J 102 •·
1103 "
J 104

..

1106 "
1107 "
1108 "
.' 109
1110

"
"

1111
1112

"
"

l ll3
1114

"
"

lll5

"

1116

"

J 117

..

1118

"

1119
l 120

"
"

ll22

"

"

1123

"

1124

"

1125

"

1126

"

1127

"

1129
1130

"
"

1131

"

1128 "

1132

8py.

"

1105

1121

Dt>tran•<l · or Dick Slater's 1ca1se Friend.
0 11 u;e Mn rel;: or, After n S lippery !Coe.
W!ntcr Cam p; or, Lively '.rimes In the North.
A vpuged · or, T11e Trnltor's Doom.
l •Jtc hed Battle; or, The Escape ot the Indian

"

1133

"

1134

"

l l 35

"

1136 "

Light Art! ll ery; or, Good Work At the Guns.
and "Whistling Will"; or, The Mad Spy of
Paulus Hook.
Underground Camp; or, In Strange Quarters.
Dandy Spy; or, D eceiving the Governor.
Gunpowder Plot; or, Foiling by an Inch.
Drummer Boy; or, Sounding the Coll to .Arms.
Hunning the Blockade; or. Getting Out of New
York.
and Co pt. Huck; or, Routing a Wicked Leader.
and the Liber ty Pole ; or, Stirring Times In the
Old City.
and the Masked Spy; or, The Man of Mystery.
on Gallows Hill; or, A Daring .Attempt at

o~~es~.'.i1i~"ack Bess"; or, The Horse that Won
a Fight.
and Fiddling Phil; or, Making th e Redcoats
Dance.
On tl1e Wallkill; or, The Mi nisink Mossacre.
and the Fighting Quaker; or. In the Neutral

B::;. ~~~~dDced · or Dick Sl ater's Daring Dash.
an<l the Black' Glu'nt; or, Helping "Light Horse
Harry."
Dr!Ye n Back· or Hard Luck at Guilford.
und Ragged' Robin; or, The Little Spy of
Kingston.
Trapping n Trnitor; or, The Plot to Capture
h
u General.
at Old Tappan; or, The R ed Raiders ot t e
HigJUands.
Island Retreat; or, Figh ting With the Swamp
1

Aft_~;· ;roe Be ttys; or, Out for a Swift R evenge.
F'atal Chance· or Into the Jnws of D eath.
a nd the British Spy; or, Whipping fhe John .
son Greens.
Cnnght Jn a Trap; or, On a Perilous Journcr.
ancl the Black Watch; or Fighting the Kings
Own

on Pa.t rol · or Guarding the City.
Fighting the 'cowboys; or, Brave Deeds in
th Hill
Westchester.
s.
e
Wntch Dog; or, The Boy Spy of
Ron ting the Rangers; or, Chasing the Royal

nn~lutlis~ Indian Queen; or, Dick Slater's Close
Call.
Spying on Howe; or, In the Enemy's Strong-

D~~~~·rous Game; or, The Plan to Steal a
Prince.
At Fort No. 8; or, Warm Work On the Hudson.
ji39 " Jn Despair; or, The Dlsappearnnce of Dick
Slater.
For sale by all newsdealers, or will be sent t o any

1137

"

J138

"

fl<ld l"ess ou receipt of prlc.-i, 7c per c opy, in money or
postage stamps, by
HA KRY E. WOLFF, Publisher, Inc.
New York City
188 We.st 2Sd Street

HOW TO
SCENARIOS WRITE
THEM
Prlee Sii Cents Per Copy
'£bis book contains all the most recent changes In the
method of construction and submission of scenarios.
Sixty Lessons. covering every phase of scenario writing. For sale by all Newsdealers and Book ~tores.
It you cannot procure a copy, send us th e price,
35 cents, In money or postnge stamps, and we will
mall you one, p ostage tree. Address
L. SENA.RENS, 219 Seventh Ave., New York, N. Y.

No. 46. HOW TO MAKE AND USE ELECTUICJ'l'L
-.A description of the wouderful u se8 of electricity lllHI
electro magnetism; together with full lustruc tio1i s for
making J~lec tric Toys, Batteries; etc. By George '.l.'rel.Jel.
.A. M., M. D. Contnlning ove r fifty illustrations.
.No. 48. HOW TO BUILD A.ND SAIL CA...~OES. - A .
handy l>ook for boys, containi ng tun directions tor constructing canoes and the most popular mann er of sailing thuu. F ully Illus t rated.
No. 49. HOW TO DEBATE.-Glving rules tor conducting dellntes, outlines for debates , questions tor di•·
cussion and the best so urces for procuring Information
on the questions gi ven.
:So. 60. HOW '.l'O STU.f'F BIRDS A.ND ANl.\JALS.
A valuab le book, giving Instructions In coll ecting, preparing, mounting and P.reserving birds, animals and
i nsects.
N o. Ill. ROW TO DO TRICKS \VITH CABDS.-Con talniu g E:l:planations of the general prin ciples of sleigh t of-hand applical.Jle to card tricks; of card tricks with
ordinary cards, and not r equiring sleight-of-hand: or
tricks Involving sleight-of-hand, or the u se of specia lly
prepared cards. Illustrated.
No. 113. HOW '.l'O WRITE I.ETT.ERS.-A wonderful
little book, telliug you how to write to your sweeth eart.
your father, mother, sister, br other, emp loyer : and in
fact everybody nnd anybody you wish to write to.
No. 54. now '.l'O KEEP AND MANAGE .PETS Giving complete lnforwnUon as to the manner and
method of raising, keeping, t a ming, breeding aud managing a ll kinds of pe t s ; a lso giving full instructions for
makl!1g cages, etc. Fully explained by twenty-eigh t
t1111"tratlons.
No. 5G. HOW '.l'O B.ECOllE .AN ENGINEER.-Contaiulng full instructions bow to become a locomotive
engin eer; alsu directions fo r building a model locomotive; together with a full descrlptiou ot everything nn
engineer should know.
No. 58. HOW, TO BE A DETECTIVE.-Dy Old King
Brady, the weil-known detective. Iu which h e Jays d own
some valuable rules tor beginners, and also r elates some
adventures of well-known d etectives.
No. 60.-HOW TO BECOME A PHOT OGRAPilEU Containing u seful iuformat!on r ega rding the Camern and
bow to work it; also how to mak e Photographic .Magic
Lantern Slides and other Transpa rencies. Handsomely
Illustrated.
N o. 64. H OW TO MAKE ELJ<;CTRJCAL lllACHINES
-Containlng full directions for making electrical ma:
chines, induction coils, dynam os and many novel toy•
to be worked by electricity. By B . A. R. Benuett. Fully
Illu str ated.
N o. 65. llIDLDOON'S JOKES. - The most original
joke oook ever published, and it ls brimful or wit and
humor. It contains .a large collection of songs, j okes,
conundrums, etc .. of Terrence Muldoon, the great wit
'
humorist an d practical joker of the day.
No. 66. HOW TO DO PUZZLES. - Containing over
three hundred interesting puzzles and connudrums, with
key to same. .A complete book. Fully Illustrated.
No. 67. HOW TO DO ELECTRICAL TRICKS.-Contalning .a large collection of instructive and high ly
a musing electriccal tricks, together with Illustrations.
·
By A. .Anderson.
No. 68. now T O DO CHEMICAL TRICKS. - Containing over one hundred highly amusing and instruc·
tlve tricks with ' chemicals. Py A. .Anderson. Haudsomely Illustrated.
No. 69. HOW TO DO SLEIGHT-OF-HAND. - Cont alnning over fifty of the latest and best tricks nsed by
· maglclnns. Also containing the secret of second sight.
Fully illustrated.
No. 70. HOW TO MAKE JIIAGIC TOYS.-Contalnlng
tnll directions tor mnking Magic Toys and devices ot
many kinds. Fully Illustrated.
No. 71. HOW TO DO MECHANICAL TRICKS. Containing complete Inst ructions for p erforming over
sixty Mecbanlcnl Tricks. E'ully Illustra ted.
For sale by all newsdealers, or will be 1ent to &117
addresa on receipt of price, lOo. per copy, la
money or stamp1, by

HARRY E. WOLFF, Publisher, Inc.,
166 West 23d Street,

New Yodl.
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ELENeCedsTYoRu ToIC
Boss
Jo bs _Lik e Th is

~~icatedElectrical E Q er t
EARN ~ $35 00 to $10 00 0 a aYe ar
1
I

week when

a shame for you to earn ess than $100.00

T'S
Some features
trained Electrical Experts are in such great _demand. You
of My Course ought to get more. You can get more.
Fit yourself for one
Cooke Trained "Electrical Experts " earn $70 to $200 a week.
Thal Have
where there are hundred s
of these big paying positions. Get into a line of work big
Revoluflonized and hundreds of opportunities for advancement and a success.
e
Dome Study Training

1. Practical Instructio n
-no useless , high·
sounding theory.
2. Free Electrical Out·
fit-Fine st outfit ever
sent out for home ex·
periment.
3. F r e e Emplo!"lllent
Service.
4. Free Consul ting
Service.
5. Free Engineer ing
Magazine .
6. Free use of my Elec·
trical Laborato ry.
7. Extra Courses Free
- Radio-.R lectrical
Drafting.
8. Spare time workSpecial eam·whil e-you·
learn lessons.
9. Reduced prices on
all Electrical Supplies.
10. Cash Refund Guar·
anteeBon d.
These features ~re
all explained in my
big Free Book.

eve.n the ~rdina.ry Ele.ctri cian-tl)
R Future?• Joda:v
screw driver" kmd- ts making money-b ig
Wha t' S YOU
But it's the trained man-the man who
y-the • Electrical Expert"- who is picked out to
mone~.

knows the whys and wherefor es of Electricit
up to $10,000 a year.
"boss" ordinary Electrici ans-to boss the Big Jobs-the jobs that pay

of Expe rienc e No Draw back
Age ortoLack
Course ~
be a College M an; you don't have to be a High School graduate. My

You don't have
°/
man
and successfu l in existence , and offers every
in Electricit y is the most simple, thorough
e, the chance to become, in a very short
regardles s of age, education or previous experienc
,;
week.
a
$200
to
$70
from
make
~o
able
time, an "Electric al Expert,"
Chicago ~
As ~hief ~ngineer of the
cblei
Engmeerm~ Works I know ex-;
...._,..._

ing
I Give You a Real Train
thJ best pcaitionsa t tbeb1ghest salaries. Han-

actly the kind of training a man needs to get to $10,000. 1 Many are now succeaafal ELEC- , i
dreds of my students are now earning, SS,600
~"IC!
TRICAL CONTRACTORS.

Your Satisfaction Guara nteed ~.~~~J~~~~~~:~:;,·i't~":r/

into the "'big m oney" class in electrical
after studying with me, you, too, can g et
pe:nny paid to me
work, that I will auarantee under bogd to r eturn every single
you are not aat1116od It waatbe ·• i
courae,
my
finished
in tu\tion it. when you have

cl:k";;

~eer

Chicago

Engin eering

Wor ks
Dept.; 208 2150 Law·

. , rence Ave., Chicago, IH.
near Sir:-Send at once the "Vii
- "tal Facts'' .containing Sample ~~
, ,our Big Book. and full ~rtic·
aons
~
with
them
I also supply
Measur ing Instrument s absolutely FREE. many
ulare o your Free Outfit .and Home
other things that
Drawing Outfit examinatio n paper, and
Study.Cour se-all fully prepaid, without
AT/
work
L
PRACTICA
do
You
.
ish
furn
t
'
don
other schools
obligation on tDJ' part.
H OME. You stat"t right in after the first few lessons to work
beat investment you eve! made.

•

•

-Elect rical Work ing Outfit-FREE
FREE
and
• give each student a Splendid Outfit of Electr1cal Toots Materials
at rovr proteulon ID• practical way-make extramooey wbile you

~?t~~~.!!~'!l,~~!.l~g?d
~~!and!t:!~~~~~!:::;~
Make the •ta "t t.od.a¥ forabriabt
lne

yo11'll enjoy them .

future In £1ectricit.y. Send lo coupon-NO W.

L. L COOKE, ChiefEnriaeerChicaroEariaeerinJ W1a..
Dept. 208 2150 Lawrence Annue. CbicHo. Illinois •

·

learn.

/ Name. ... . . . .·-···--·---··········· · ·· · · ·

~

•

Address ........·-·············- ··· ····--·····-·· ··············· ········ ·······

The"Cooke'Trained Ma n is the 'Big Pay "M an
1

